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Abstract
In the Bin Packing problem one is given n items with weights w1, . . . , wn and m bins with
capacities c1, . . . , cm. The goal is to find a partition of the items into sets S1, . . . , Sm such that
w(Sj) 6 cj for every bin j, where w(X) denotes
∑
i∈X wi.
Björklund, Husfeldt and Koivisto (SICOMP 2009) presented an O?(2n) time algorithm for
Bin Packing. In this paper, we show that for every m ∈ N there exists a constant σm > 0 such
that an instance of Bin Packing with m bins can be solved in O(2(1−σm)n) randomized time.
Before our work, such improved algorithms were not known even for m equals 4
A key step in our approach is the following new result in Littlewood-Offord theory on the
additive combinatorics of subset sums: For every δ > 0 there exists an ε > 0 such that if
|{X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} : w(X) = v}| 6 2(1−ε)n for every v then |{w(X) : X ⊆ {1, . . . , n}}| 6 2δn.
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1 Introduction
A central aim in contemporary algorithm design is to minimize the worst-case complexity of an
algorithm for a given (supposedly) hard computational problem in a fine-grained sense. The under-
lying goal is to reveal the optimal runtime witnessed by (1) an algorithm with worst-case complexity
T (n) on instances with parameter n, and (2) a lower bound that excludes improvements to T (n)1−ε
time for some constant ε > 0. For some problems, it is an especially intriguing question whether
natural runtimes of the basic algorithms solving them are optimal. One of the most important
instances of such a question for an NP-complete problem is about improvements over a relatively
direct1 dynamic programming algorithm for Set Cover:
Question 1: Can Set Cover with n elements be solved in O?((2− ε)n) time, for some ε > 0?
Unfortunately, Question 1 seems to have a fate similar to the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis
(that is about a similar improvement for the CNF-SAT problem): While there is an increasing
interest and dependence on its validity (see e.g. [15, 39]), we seem to be far from resolving it.
Therefore, it is natural to study Question 1 for special cases of Set Cover. And indeed, improved
algorithms of the type asked in Question 1 were already presented for instances with small sets [38],
(more generally) large solutions [45], and for several other cases (see e.g. [27]).
However, some of the most fundamental NP-complete problems that are special cases of Set
Cover such as Graph Coloring and Directed Hamiltonicity2 still defy considerable research efforts
to obtain the type of improved algorithms asked for in Question 1 (see e.g. [10, 22]).
Bin Packing We study one of such a fundamental NP-complete problem, the Bin Packing prob-
lem: Given item weights w(1), . . . , w(n) ∈ N and capacities c1, . . . , cm ∈ N, is there a partition
S1, . . . , Sm of [n] such that w(Sj) 6 cj for each j ∈ [m]? Here w(X) denotes
∑
i∈X w(i). Due to
its elegant formulation and clear practical applicability, Bin Packing is a central problem in com-
puter science. For example, it models the most basic non-trivial scheduling problem with multiple
machines. While Bin Packing has been extensively studied from an approximation and online algo-
rithms perspective [13], much less research has been devoted to exact algorithms for Bin Packing.
The currently fastest algorithm for Bin Packing is a consequence3 of the aforementioned algo-
rithm for Set Cover from [9], and it runs in O?(2n) time. With Question 1 on the horizon, we ask
whether this can be improved:
Question 2: Can Bin Packing with n items be solved in O((2− ε)n) time, for some ε > 0?
The only improvement over the O?(2n) time algorithm for Bin Packing is due to Lente et al. [40],
who gave an O?(mn/2) time algorithm. Note, that this is only an improvement form = 2, 3 bins and
Question 2 remained illusive form = 4 already. In stark contrast, our main result is an improvement
over the O?(2n) time algorithm for every constant number of bins:
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). For every m ∈ N there is a constant σm > 0 such that every Bin
Packing instance with m bins can be solved in O(2(1−σm)n) time with high probability.
While our algorithm does not resolve Question 2, we believe it makes substantial progress on it
because (1) Set Cover with a constant-sized solution is as least as hard as general Set Cover, and
(2) the other extreme, Set Cover with a linear number sets in the solution (and hence Bin Packing
with a linear number of bins with equal capacity3), can be solved in O((2− ε)n) time (see [45]).
1In principle, it is natural to assume the Set Cover instance has n elements and poly(n) sets, but an algorithm
by Björklund et al. [9] solves Set Cover instances in O?(2n) time irrespective of the number of sets.
2Krauthgamer and Trabelsi [39] rewrite a Directed Hamiltonicity instance efficiently as a Set Cover instance.
3Assuming the capacity of each bin equals c, create a Set Cover instance with all item sets of weight at most c.
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1.1 Our Approach for Proving Theorem 1.1
As our starting point, we extend the methods from [8, 45] to show that instances of Bin Packing
with the following restrictions admit an O?(2(1−σm)n) time randomized algorithm for some σm > 0:
(R1) the instance has anti-concentrated subset sums in the sense that β(w) 6 2(1−ε)n for some
ε > 0, where β(w) := maxv |{X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} : w(X) = v}|, and
(R2) the instance is tight in the sense that
∑m
j=1 cj = w([n]).
Fix a set of bins L ⊆ [m] and recall (S1, . . . , Sm) denotes a solution. The crux of (R1) and
(R2) is that they together imply that the number of candidates for SL := ∪j∈LSj is at most 2(1−ε)n
since w(SL) =
∑
j∈L cj . We explain in § 1.1.3 how this allows a faster algorithm via the methods
of [8, 45].
However, extending this algorithm to an improved algorithm that solves all instances with a
constant number of bins requires both new combinatorial (for relaxing (R1)) and new algorithmic
(for relaxing (R2)) insights that are our main contributions. Therefore we first discuss these insights.
1.1.1 Combinatorial Ideas: Lifting Restriction (R1) via Littlewood-Offord Theory.
Our main combinatorial contribution is a new structural insight on instances that do not satisfy
(R1), i.e. vectors w with |{X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} : w(X) = v}| > 2(1−ε)n for some v and ε > 0.
Determining the structure of such vectors w is well-known in additive combinatorics as the
Littlewood-Offered Problem. Its rich theory has found applications ranging from pure mathematics
(such as estimating the singularity of random Bernoulli matrices [51] or zeroes of random polyno-
mials [41]), to database security [28], and to complexity theory [19, 34, 43]. See also the designated
chapter in the standard textbook on additive combinatorics [50]. However, whereas most works
(with notable exceptions being e.g. [29, 48]) assumed inversely polynomially small concentration,
e.g. β(w) > 2n/nO(1), restriction (R1) is about inversely exponentially small concentration.
Recent work studied such exponentially small concentration with applications to improved ex-
ponential time algorithms for the Subset Sum problem [2, 5]. Specifically, they studied trade-off
between the parameters β(w) and |w(2[n])| := |{w(X) : X ⊆ [n]}|. Two extremal cases are:
If wa :=(0, 0, . . . , 0) then |wa(2[n])| = 1 and β(wa) = 2n
If wb :=(1, 2, . . . , 2n−1) then |wb(2[n])| = 2n and β(wb) = 1
One may suspect that all vectors w ∈ Zn are a combination of these two extremes and therefore
that a smooth trade-off between β(w) and w(2[n]) can be proved. This suspicion can be confirmed4 in
the case w ∈ Fn2 where |w(2[n])|β(w) = 2n. Observe that a similar trade-off for w ∈ Zn would allow
us to lift (R1) by a simple algorithm O?(|w(2[n])|m) time algorithm for Bin Packing (Lemma 3.4).
Unfortunately, this intuition is not true and the case w ∈ Zn is far more subtle. For instance,
Wiman [54] showed in his remarkable bachelor thesis that, surprisingly, vectors satisfying simulta-
neously both |w(2[n])| > 2(1−ε)n and β(w) > 20.2563n exist for any ε > 0. Our main combinatorial
contribution is that instances with the same parameters but the roles of β(w) and |w(2[n])| swapped
do not exist:
Theorem 1.2. Let ε > 0. If β(w) > 2(1−ε)n, then |w(2[n])| 6 2δn, where δ(ε) = Oε→0
(
log(log(1/ε))√
log(1/ε)
)
.
4So w(i) is a n-dimensional binary vector for every i. Then w(2[n]) = 2rk2(w) and β(w) = 2n−rk2(w) where w is
interpret as matrix by concatenating the vectors w(1), . . . , w(n) and rk2 is the rank over Fn2 .
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The previous best bounds were given by Austrin et al. [2] who found a connection with Uniquely
Decodable Code Pairs (UDCPs) from information theory (see Subsection 1.2 for details). This
implies for example that if β(w) > 2(1−ε)n, then |w(2[n])| 6 20.4228n+
√
ε by a result on UDCPs
from [4]. However, the reduction from [2] is symmetric with respect to swapping the roles of β(w)
and w(2[n]), and thus by the result from [54] UDCP techniques alone are not enough to decrease
the constant 0.4228 beyond 0.2563.
Therefore, we need a new ideas to reduce the constant 0.4228 to an arbitrarily small one. To do
so, we first investigate the combinatorial structure of the hyperplane H := {x ∈ Zn : 〈w, x〉 = v},
assuming |H∩{0, 1}n| > 2(1−ε)n. Afterwards we apply an argument similar to the UDCP connection
from [2]. We formally describe our approach for proving Theorem 1.2 in Section 4.
Note that Theorem 1.2 enables us to lift (R1): We may assume β(w) 6 2(1−εm)n where εm > 0
depends on m since otherwise the dynamic programming O?(|w(2[n])|m) algorithm will be fast
enough (see Lemma 3.4)
1.1.2 New Algorithmic Ideas: Lifting Restriction (R2)
As mentioned before, (R2) is algorithmically useful because of the following reason: We aim to
detect a solution S1, . . . , Sm to the Bin Packing instance by listing all candidates for SL :=
⋃
j∈L Sj
for some L ⊆ [m], and (R2) implies that w(SL) = ∑j∈L cj . This allows us to narrow down the
number of candidates to 2(1−ε)n by (R1) (we explain in §1.1.3 why this is useful). Note this even
narrows down the number of candidates for SL if all bins have polynomially bounded slack, i.e.,
cj − w(Sj) 6 nO(1) since the number of possibilities of w(SL) is only nO(1).
But generally this strategy does not work whenever a bin has a large slack, that is cj − w(Sj)
is large. While reductions in several similar situations were able to turn inequalities into equalities
via general rounding techniques (such as [46, 53]), we need a more sophisticated method in this
paper to deal with this issue: The idea of [46] is to divide the weights by roughly cj − w(Sj) and
(conservatively) round to an integer. In this case, the bin j has small slack with respect to the
rounded weight function. The major complication however is that for different bins we would then
need to work with differently rounded weight functions, which still does not allow us to narrow
down the number of options for w(SL) and hence (via (R1)) SL.
Instead we work with a rounded version wθ of weights w where wθ(i) is obtained from w(i) by
only keeping the θ most significant bits. We will show we can choose θ such that |wθ(2[n])| ≈ 2δn, for
some parameter δ that depends on m. We will deal with the bins in two different ways depending
on whether it has large slack (i.e. is at least approximately n2l−θ, assuming all weights are l-bit
integers) or not:
• Large Slack Bins: In this case, our idea is loosely inspired by rounding approximation
algorithms, for e.g. for Knapsack (see e.g. [37, Section 11.8]). Observe that if some bin has
large slack, we can split it in two parts. Then, we only need to keep track of the rounded
weight of these parts in order to determine whether they jointly fit into the bin. Because we
assumed the upper bound wθ(2[n]) / 2δn we can afford to keep track of all combinations of
rounded weights as long as δ < 1/m.
• Small Slack Bins: In this case we have a split of the bins (L,R) and all bins in L have small
slack. Now we use the lower bound |wθ(2[n])| ' 2δn and our additive combinatorics result
guarantees β(wθ) 6 2(1−ε(δ))n for some ε(δ) > 0. Now, we use the fact that all bins have small
slack. Note, that there are only nO(1) candidates for wθ(SL) and therefore there are at most
nO(1)2(1−ε(δ))n candidates for SL, which can be algorithmically exploited.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the algorithm from §1.1.3 . A point in the square represents a set in 2[n].
The vertical axis corresponds to the cardinality of this set (e.g., longest horizontal line represents all
sets in
( [n]
n/2
)
). The left Figure illustrates the analysis for the case when there exists an α-balanced
solutionW ∈ ( [n]
n/2±αn
)
. We iterate through allW in time proportional to area the of the red region.
The right Figure illustrates the case of an α-unbalanced solution. A division of the solution (L,R)
is witnessed by the roughly 22αn sets W in
( [n]
n/2
)
satisfying SL ⊆W ⊆ [n] \ SR.
In this informal discussion, we omitted several nontrivial technical issues. For example, in order
to deal with instances with both a substantial number of small slack bins and large slack bins, we
need to distinguish a number of cases. Due, to the subtle technical issues, we need to deal with
each one of them in slightly different ways. Details are postponed to Section 3.
1.1.3 Solving Instances Satisfying (R1) and (R2).
We now discuss how the methods from [8, 45] can be used to solve all instances that satisfy Restric-
tions (R1) and (R2) in O?(2(1−σm)n) for some σm > 0. An important subroutine from [8] is an
algorithm that, given a set family W ⊆ 2[n] and set of bins L, computes for all W ∈ W whether the
items inW can be divided among the bins in L. That is, it computes whetherW can be a candidate
for SL = ∪j∈LSj . The runtime of this algorithm is O(|↓W|n), where ↓W := {X ⊆ W : W ∈ W}
is defined as the down-closure of W. The analogous up-closure of all supersets of elements from
W is denoted with ↑W. Let us fix a solution (S1, . . . , Sm). We consider two cases based on how
‘balanced’5 as solution is, with respect to a small parameter α ∈ [0, 1]:
• There is a b ∈ [m] such that ∑bj=1 |Sj | ∈ [n/2± αn]. Observe ⋃bj=1 Sj is an element of
W :=
Y ⊆ [n] : w(Y ) :=
b∑
j=1
cj , and |Y | ∈ [n/2± αn]
 ,
and that |W| 6 β(w) 6 2(1−ε)n by (R1). Now we can enumerate W in essentially 2(1−ε)n
time. We will present an O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)n) time algorithm that for each W ∈ W computes
whether W can divided among bins 1, . . . , b and [n]\W among bins b+ 1, . . . ,m that is based
on techniques from [8]. This will detect a solution if it exists. We bound the running time
using the property |W | ∈ [n/2 ± αn]. In this case we will show |↓W| + |↑W| 6 2(1−ε′)n and
hence the algorithm is fast enough (see left Figure 1 for an illustration).
5The actual definition of α-balancedness (Definition 3.3) will be independent of the ordering of the bins.
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• There exists no b ∈ [m] such that ∑bj=1 |Sj | ∈ [n/2 ± αn]. Here we can use a method
from [45]: We let W consist of 2(1−2α)n independently sampled subsets of [n] of cardinality
n/2. We answer yes if there exist W ∈ W, disjoint sets SL = S′1, . . . , S′b−1 ⊆ W and
SR = S′b+1, . . . , S
′
m ⊆ [n] \ W such that w(S′j) = cj for all j ∈ [m] \ {b}. This condition
can also be computed in O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)n) time by the methods of [8]. The crux is that both
conditions together imply our instance is a yes-instance, since the remaining elements have
weight cb by Restriction (R2). Moreover, by the balancedness assumption at least 22αn sets
W ⊆ [n] with the above conditions exist. Therefore the random sampling will include such a
W with good probability (see right Figure 1 for an illustration).
1.2 Related Work
Littlewood Offord, UDCP’s, and Exponential Time Algorithms. Two sets A,B ⊆ {0, 1}n
form a Uniquely Decodable Code Pair (UDCP) if |A+B| = |A| · |B|, where A+B := {a+ b : a ∈
A, b ∈ B} (and addition is in Zn). The maximal sizes of UDCP’s have been very well studied in
information theory. See e.g. [49, Section 3.5.1] for a (not so recent) overview. Two record upper
bounds are |A| · |B| 6 21.5n (from [52]) and |A| 6 2(0.4228+
√
ε)n whenever |B| 6 2(1−ε)n (from [4]).
The study of UDCP’s is relevant for this paper by the following connection shown in [3]: For any
vector w ∈ Zn, there is a UDCP A,B ⊆ {0, 1}n such that |A| = |w(2[n])| and |B| = β(w).
A study of the trade-off between the parameters |w(2[n])| and β(w) was already fruitful for
obtaining improved exponential time algorithms in two earlier papers in the context of the Subset
Sum problem. In this problem one is given w ∈ Zn and a target integer t and one needs to
find a subset X ⊆ [n] such that w(X) = t. First, the aforementioned paper [3] combined their
connection to UDCP’s with the bound from [52] to show that instances of Subset Sum satisfying
|w(2[n])| > 20.997n can be solved in O(20.49991n) time, thereby improving the best O?(2n/2) worst
case run time from [31] for these instances. Second, a slight variant of the trade-off was used in [5]
to give a O(20.86n) time algorithm that uses a random oracle and only a polynomial in the input
size amount of working memory.
Exact Algorithms with Minimum Worst Case Run Time for Set Cover. Question 1 was
for the first time explicitly posed in [16], who showed that a no answer to (a variant of) the question
implies hardness in a fine-grained sense for the Subset Sum, Steiner Tree, and Connected Vertex
Cover problems. A main motivation in [16] posing the question was a curious reduction showing
that there is no improved algorithm for counting the number of Set Cover solutions modulo 2 unless
improved algorithms for CNF-Sat exist (i.e. the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis fails). Later
the assumption that no improved algorithm exists was dubbed as ‘Set Cover Conjecture’ (see e.g. [17,
Conjecture 14.36]). Since then, the conjecture has been used in several works, e.g. in [1, 39].
On the positive side, (especially for this work) important algorithmic tools were developed in [9]:
Fast zeta/Möbius transformations were introduced in the area of exponential time algorithms to
show that Set Cover can be solved in 2n · nO(1) even when the number of sets in the input is
exponential in n. One major consequence was a 2n ·nO(1) time algorithm for computing whether an
input graph on k vertices has a proper coloring with k colors. While for k = 3, 4 faster algorithms
exist (see e.g. [11]), this is still the fastest algorithm for k > 4.
Improved algorithms for solving Set Cover instances of sets with bounded cardinality were given
in [38]. Later, this was generalized to improved algorithms for Set Cover instances where the
optimum is linear in the universe size [45]. Other instance that allows improved algorithm were also
presented in e.g. [26].
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Exact Algorithms with Minimum Worst Case Run Time for Bin Packing. In a text-
book on exact exponential time algorithms it was shown that Bin Packing can be solved in time
O(nmaxiw(i)2n) time [23, Section 4.2.3]. A faster algorithm O?(2n) time algorithm was given
in [9]. Even faster algorithms were given for m = 2, 3 in [40].
In [25] it was shown that Bin Packing can be solved in polynomial time if there are only a
constant number of distinct items weights. In [32] Bin Packing with a constant number of bins and
bounded items weights was studied. A Dynamic Programming algorithm similar to the one from 3.4
was studied: It was observed the algorithm runs in time nO(m) if the items are polynomial in n.
The authors show this run time cannot be improved to no(m/ logm), unless the Exponential Time
Hypothesis fails.
Heuristics for Bin Packing. The applications and combinatorial properties of Bin Packing have
been studied since the 1930’s [35]. To the best of our knowledge the first attempt to exactly solve
Bin Packing with assistance of the modern computer was developed in fifties by Eisemann [21],
with motivation to trim losses in cutting rolls of paper. Starting from the seventies the research
on exact algorithms for Bin Packing focused on the branch-and-bound technique proposed by Eilon
and Christofides [20]. These heuristics work great in practice. Nevertheless, there are no theoretical
guarantees on their worst case performance.
For a modern survey and experimental evaluations of the available software see [42, 18].
Approximation Algorithms for Bin Packing. Bin Packing is one of the problems that ini-
tiated the study of approximation algorithms. The earliest one is the First Fit algorithm anal-
ysed by Johnson [33] that requires at most 1.7 · OPT + 1 bins. The major breakthrough was
done by Karmarkar-Karp [36] who provided a polynomial time algorithm that requires at most
OPT + O(log2(OPT)) bins. Recently, a big leap forward was done by Rothvoß [47] who gave a
polynomial time algorithm that requires only OPT + O(log(OPT) log log(OPT)) bins and Hoberg
and Rothvoß [30] who improved this even further to OPT +O(log(OPT)) bins.
1.3 Organization
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present some preliminaries and introduce some
notations. In Section 3 we present the algorithm and proof of our main theorem, assuming Theo-
rem 1.2. The latter theorem is proved in the next two Sections 4 and 5.
2 Preliminaries
All the logarithms are base 2 unless stated otherwise. In this paper we assume that basic arithmetic
operations take constant time. We can then use a result of Frank and Tardos [24] to assume that
maxiw(i) 6 2n
O(1) . Throughout the paper we use the O? notation to hide polynomial factors and
the O˜ notation to hide logarithmic factors. We say a function f(ε) = Oε→0(g(ε)) if there exists a
positive number C and sufficiently small ε0 > 0, such that |f(ε)| 6 C · g(ε) for all ε < ε0. We use
Ωε→0 similarly to express lower bounds. Throughout the paper, when we say ε is small enough, we
assume ε < 1/1000.
We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. If a, b ∈ R and B > 0 we let [a± b] denote the interval
[a − b, a + b]. If A and B are sets we denote AB as the set of vectors indexed by B with values
from A, and we will interchangeably address these vectors as functions from B to A. If f ∈ AB and
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b ∈ B we denote f−1(b) := {a ∈ A : f(a) = b} for its inverse evaluated at b. If x, y ∈ RB we denote
〈x, y〉 := ∑b∈B xb · yb for their inner product.
To quickly refer to properties of a solution of a Bin Packing instance we use the following
notations: The function w indicated the weights of the input. It is extended to sets X ⊆ [n] by
defining w(X) :=
∑
i∈X w(i) and to set families F ⊆ 2[n] by defining {w(X) : X ∈ F}. We say a
set X ⊆ [n] of items can be divided over bins L ⊂ [m] if there is a partition X1, . . . , X|L| of X, such
that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , |L|}, the set Xj can be placed in bin j, i.e., w(Xj) 6 cj .
2.1 Preliminary Tools: Fast Transformations
Our algorithm will crucially relies on the following algorithmic tools and definitions tools from [8].
Definition 2.1 (Zeta and Möbius Transform). Let f : 2U → N. Then the Zeta-transform ζf and
Möbius transform µf are functions from 2U to N such that for every X ⊆ U :
(ζf)(X) :=
∑
Y⊆X
f(Y ) (µf)(X) :=
∑
Y⊆X
(−1)|U\Y |f(Y )
Definition 2.2. Given S ⊆ 2U , the down-closure ↓S and up-closure ↑S are defined as follows:
↓S := {X | ∃S ∈ S : X ⊆ S} ↑S := {X | ∃S ∈ S : X ⊇ S}.
Theorem 2.3 (Fast Zeta/ Möbius transform [8]). Suppose that f : 2U → N is such that f(X) can
be evaluated in T time for any given X ⊆ U , and let S ⊆ 2U be a set family and f : 2U → N.
There is an algorithm that, given access to an oracle that for given X evaluates f(X) in T time
and S, can compute for every X ∈ ↓S the values (ζf)(X) and (µf)(X). The algorithm runs in
O(|↓S||U |T ) time.
Definition 2.4 (Cover Product and Dot Product). Given f, g : 2U → N, the cover product f ∗cg = h
and the dot product f · g = h′ are the functions h : 2U → N such that
h(Z) :=
∑
X∪Y=Z
f(X)g(Y ) h′(Z) := f(Z) · g(Z).
Theorem 2.5 ([7]). µ((ζf) · (ζg)) = f ∗c g.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that we have Bin Packing instance with bin capacities c1, . . . , cm, an item
weight function w. Then for any B ⊆ [m] and set W ⊆ 2[n], computing for all X ∈ ↓W whether X
can be divided over the bins in B can be done in time O(|↓W|n). Similar, for any B ⊆ [m] and set
W ⊆ 2[n], computing for all X ∈ ↑W whether [n] \X can be divided over the bins in B can be done
in time O(|↑W|n).
Proof. For all j = 1, . . . ,m define a function fj : 2[n] → {0, 1} as
fj(X) =
{
1, if w(X) 6 cj
0, otherwise.
Assume without loss of generality that B = {1, . . . , d}. Notice that X can be divided over the bins
in B if and only if (f1 ∗c f2 ∗c · · · ∗c fd)(X) > 0. By Theorem 2.5 we have that
f1 ∗c f2 ∗c · · · ∗c fd = µ((ζf1) · (ζf2) · · · (ζfd)).
Then, the right hand side can be computed in O(|↓W|) time using subsequently fast d zeta-
transformation (Theorem 2.3), naïve dot product computation, and one fast Möbius-transformation
(Theorem 2.3). The proof for the second part of the theorem one takes W ′ := {[n] \W : W ∈ W}
and applies the technique above to W ′. Notice that indeed ↓W ′ = ↑W.
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Note this can be used solve to obtain the algorithm already mention in Section 1:
Theorem 2.7 ([8]). Bin Packing with capacities c1, . . . , cm can be solved in O?(2n) time.
Proof. For i = 1, . . . ,m define the function fi : 2[n] → {0, 1} as
fi(X) =
{
1, if w(X) 6 ci
0, otherwise.
Note that (f1 ∗c f2 ∗c . . . ∗c fm)([n]) > 0 if and only if we have YES instance. By Theorem 2.5 we
have that
f1 ∗c f2 ∗c . . . ∗c fm = µ((ζf1) · (ζf2) . . . (ζ · fm)),
and the right hand side can be computed inO∗(2n) time using subsequently fastm zeta-transformations
(Theorem 2.3), naïve dot product computation, and one fast Möbius-transformation (Theorem 2.3).
2.2 The Entropy Function and Binomial Coefficients
We heavily use properties of the entropy function, which we will now define. Let D = (Ω, p) be a
discrete probability space. The entropy h(D) of D is defined as follows:
−
∑
x∈Ω
p(x) log p(x). (1)
We say p = (p1, . . . , pk) is a probability vector if the pi’s are non-negative and satisfy
∑k
i=1 pi = 1. If
no underlying probability space is given, we may interpret p as a probability measure over {1, . . . , k}
and thus (1) gives h(p) = −∑ki=1 pi log pi. The support of p is k. If p ∈ (0, 1), we use the shorthand
notation h(p) := h(p, 1− p). If n is positive integer, we let ( np·n) denote the multinomial coefficient(
n
p1n,p2n,...,pkn
)
. This multinomial coefficient can be approximated with h(p) as follows:
Lemma 2.8 ([14], Lemma 2.2). If p is probability vector with support at most s, then(
n+ s− 1
s− 1
)−1
2h(p)n 6
(
n
p · n
)
6 2h(p)n.
We will frequently use the special case
(
n
pn
)
6 2h(p)n where p ∈ (0, 1).
The following lemma states the intuitive fact that close probability vectors have close entropy.
Lemma 2.9. Let p, q ∈ Rk be probability vectors such that |pi − qi| 6 ε for each i = 1, . . . , k. Then
|h(p)− h(q)| 6 ln(2)kε log 1ε .
Proof. Recall that h(p) =
∑k
i=1 pi log
1
pi
. Thus the lemma follows by applying the following inequal-
ities to all summands of the entropy of p and q: If x, ε, x+ ε ∈ [0, 1], then we have
x log 1x − ln(2)ε 6 (x+ ε) log 1x+ε 6 x log 1x + ε log 1ε .
The second inequality is direct, and the first inequality can be derived as
(x+ ε) log 1x+ε = x log
1
x + x log
x
x+ε + ε log
1
x+ε > x log
1
x − x log(1 + εx) > x log 1x − ln(2)ε,
where we use the standard fact 1 + z 6 exp(z) in the last inequality.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we prove our main theorem which we first restate for convenience:
Theorem 1.1 (restated). For every m ∈ N there is a constant σm > 0 such that every Bin Packing
instance with m bins can be solved in O(2(1−σm)n) time with high probability.
This section is organized as follows: In Subsection 3.1 we introduce definitions that will be
used throughout this section, such as the key definition of α-balanced solutions. We then prove in
Subsection 3.2 that ‘easy’ instances of Bin Packing, namely those where w generates relatively few
distinct sums and those with α-unbalanced solutions (for some α > 0), can be solved fast. We
can therefore assume that there are only α-balanced solutions and that |wθ(2[n])| > 2δn (for some
δ < 1m) in the rest of the section.
Subsection 3.3 introduces a few more definitions, such as the slack of a bin, which is the unused
capacity of a bin in a solution. This is also where we define the ‘θ-pruned item weights’ as the bit
representation of the weights, pruned to the θ most significant bits. The parameter θ is then chosen
such that |wθ(2[n])| ≈ 2δn, as discussed in § 1.1.2. These definitions will be central in solving the
remaining two types of instances.
In Subsection 3.4, we consider instances where at least roughly half of the items are in a bin
with small slack. This is where we use the approach discussed in §1.1.1 and apply Theorem 1.2 on
the θ-pruned item weights, to conclude that β(wθ) 6 21− for some  > 0.
Subsection 3.5 then solves instances where at least roughly half of the items are in a bin with
large slack. In the proof, we can split the large slack bins into two parts, where we use the θ-pruned
item weights in each of these parts in order to determine whether they fit. Because wθ(2[n]) ≈ 2δn,
there are at most 2δmn different tuples of weights, which we can keep track of since we assumed
δ < 1m . Furthermore, the splitting of the large slack bins into two, guarantees a constant probability
to correctly guess how to split the items in small slack bins into two.
Finally, the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be found in Subsection 3.6, where we combine all these
results by choosing the right parameters for δ and α based on the number of bins.
3.1 (Balanced) Solutions and witnesses
Fix an instance of Bin Packing. Let us first recall what we mean by a solution.
Definition 3.1. A partition S1, . . . , Sm of [n] is a solution of an instance of Bin Packing with n
items and m bins, if for all j = 1, . . . ,m the set Sj can be put in bin j (i.e., w(Sj) 6 cj).
The following notion of a witness will be crucial in our approach.
Definition 3.2 ((L,R)-witnesses). Let L,R ⊆ [m]. A set W ⊆ [n] is an (L,R)-witness if there is
a solution S1, . . . , Sm such that
⋃
j∈L Sj ⊆W and
⋃
j∈R Sj ⊆ [n] \W .
We commonly denote SL :=
⋃
j∈L Sj and S
R :=
⋃
j∈R Sj . To prove that W ⊆ [n] is an (L,R)
witness, it is sufficient to prove that there exist SL ⊆W and SR ⊆ [n] \W such that:
• SL can be divided over the bins in L,
• SR can be divided over the bins in R,
• and [n] \ (SL ∪ SR) can be divided over the bins in [m] \ (L ∪R).
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Hence, finding a witness gives us a proof for existence of a solution. This will be used several times
throughout this section.
Our algorithmic approach will heavily depend on whether or not the set of items can be evenly
divided, which we formalize as follows:
Definition 3.3 (α-balanced solution). Let S1, . . . , Sm be a solution of Bin Packing. Then the
solution is α-balanced if for all permutations pi : [m] → [m] there exists an b ∈ [m] such that∑b
j=1 |Spi(j)| ∈ [n/2± αn]. If a solution is not α-balanced, it is called α-unbalanced.
Hence, a solution is α-unbalanced if and only if there exists a permutation pi : [m]→ [m] and a
b ∈ [m] such that ∑b−1j=1 |Spi(j)| < (1/2− α)n and ∑bj=1 |Spi(j)| > (1/2 + α)n.
3.2 Easier instances
If the instance generates relatively few distinct sums in the sense that |w(2[n])| 6 2δn for some small
δ, we can solve Bin Packing in sufficiently fast relatively easily as follows.
Lemma 3.4. A solution of Bin Packing can be found in time O?(|w(2[n])|m).
Proof. First compute w(2[n]) in time O?(|w(2[n])|) with Lemma A.1. Subsequently, use the following
Dynamic Programming algorithm: For every i = 1, . . . , n and W1, . . . ,Wm ∈ w(2[n]), define
A(i,W1, . . . ,Wm) =
{
1, if items 1, . . . , i can be divided over m bins with capacities W1, . . . ,Wm,
0, otherwise.
Then the following recurrence relation can be easily seen to hold:
A(i,W1, . . . ,Wm) =
∨
j
A(i− 1,W1, . . . ,Wj − w(i), . . .Wm).
Let c1, . . . , cm be the capacities of the bins of the bin packing instance. Then A(n, c1, ..., cm) = 1 if
and only if there is a solution. We only have to check Wj ∈ w(2[n]), since those are all the possible
sums that w generates and thus A(i,W1, . . . ,Wm) = 0 whenever Wj /∈ w(2[n]) for some j. Since we
can compute each table entry in O(m) time, the run time follows.
Next we show that α-unbalanced solutions with α > 0 can be detected quickly:
Lemma 3.5. If a Bin Packing instance has an α-unbalanced solution, then with probability > 12 it
can be found in time O(2m · 2(1−fA(α))n) where fA(α) = Ωα→0
(
α2
log2(α)
)
.
Proof. The algorithm iterates over all subsets L,R ⊆ [m] such that L ∩ R = ∅, |L ∪ R| = m − 1.
Let b ∈ [m] be the only element not in L ∪ R. For each such L and R, the algorithm searches for
(L,R)-witnesses of size n2 . Concretely, it samples a set W of 2(1−2α)n random subsets of [n] of size
n
2 , and it computes for every W ∈ W whether it is an (L,R)-witness as follows: First, it computes
which sets from ↓W ∪ ↑W are potential candidates for SL and SR. This is done by computing the
booleans lX for every X ∈ ↓W and rX for every X ∈ ↑W, where
lX :=
{
1 if X can be divided over the bins in L,
0 otherwise,
rX :=
{
1 if [n] \X can be divided over the bins in R,
0 otherwise.
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This can be done in time O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)n) using Theorem 2.6.
Second, for each W ∈ W, we search for sets XL ⊆ W and XR ⊆ [n] \W of maximum weight
such that they can be distributed over the bins L and R respectively. To do this, we compute l∗X
for every X ∈ ↓W and r∗X for every X ∈ ↑W, where
l∗X := max
Y⊆X:lY =1
w(Y ), r∗X := max
Y⊇X:rY =1
w([n] \ Y ).
This can be done using Dynamic Programming with the recurrence relations
l∗X =
{
w(X) if lX = 1,
maxi∈X l∗X\{i} if lX = 0,
and r∗X =
{
w([n] \X) if rX = 1,
maxi 6∈X r∗X∪{i} if rX = 0.
The runtime is only O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)n) since the values l∗X for X ∈ ↓W do not depend on entries
l∗Y for Y /∈ ↓W, and the values r∗X for X ∈ ↑W do not depend on entries r∗Y for Y /∈ ↑W. Thus
the algorithm only needs to evaluate |↓W|+ |↑W| table entries which can be done in time O(n) per
entry.
Third, the algorithm checks if there exists a W ∈ W such that ∑ni=1w(i) − l∗W − r∗W 6 cb and
returns yes if this is the case. If for all different choices of L and R, no (L,R)-witness has been
found, the algorithm returns no.
Correctness of Algorithm
Assume that there is an α-unbalanced solution S1, . . . , Sm. Let pi : [m] → [m] be a permutation
of the bins such that
∑b−1
j=1 |Spi(j)| < (1/2 − α)n and
∑b
j=1 |Spi(j)| > (1/2 + α)n for some b ∈ [m].
Thus |Sb| > 2αn. Take L = {pi(1), . . . , pi(b− 1)} and R = {pi(b+ 1), . . . , pi(m)}. Recall the notation
SL = ∪b−1j=1|Spi(j)|. Since for every Y ∈
( Sb
n/2−|SL|
)
the set Y ∪SL is an (L,R)-witness of size n2 , there
are at least
( |Sb|
n/2−|SL|
)
(L,R)-witnesses of cardinality n2 , which is at least
(
2αn
αn
)
since |Sb| > 2αn and
n/2− |SL| > αn. Thus the algorithm will detect the solution with probability
1− Pr[W has no witness] = 1−
(
1−
(
2αn
αn
)
2n
)|W|
> 1− exp
((
2αn
αn
)|W|
2n
)
> 1− exp
(
n|W|
2(1−2α)n
)
,
where we use 1+x 6 exp(x) in the first inequality and
(
a
a/2
)
> 2a/a in the second inequality. Hence,
if we take W to be a set of 2(1−2α)n random subsets of [n] of size n2 , with constant probability there
will be an (L,R)-witness of the solution in W. Notice that for any witness W it will hold that∑n
i=1w(i)− l∗W − r∗W 6 cpi(b) and so the algorithm will return yes if W ∈ W.
Moreover, when the algorithm finds a W ∈ W such that∑ni=1w(i)− l∗W − r∗W 6 cpi(b), it means
there exist sets XL ⊆W and XR ⊆ [n]\W that can be divided over the bins of L and R respectively,
such that [n] \ (XL ∪XR) fits into bin pi(b). Therefore, W is an (L,R)-witness and we proved the
existence of a solution to the Bin Packing instance.
Runtime Analysis
We are left to prove the runtime of the algorithm. Recall that the algorithm will repeat the
procedure above for all O(2m) combinations of L and R. The runtime per different guess of L and
R is dominated by O((|↓W|+|↑W|)n), hence we are left to prove that |↓W|+|↑W| = O(2(1−fA(α))n).
Let γα = α4 log(6/α) . We can describe any X ∈ ↓W either as a set in
( [n]
( 1
2
−γα)n
)
(if |X| 6 (12 − γα)n),
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or as a subset of a W ∈ W together with items that W and X differ on (if |X| > (12 − γα)n). In
the latter case, the two sets differ on at most γα items, since |W | = n2 . This, together with the fact
that |X| can only take n distinct values implies that
|↓W| 6 n
(
n
(12 − γα)n
)
+ |W|
( n
2
γαn
)
6 n2h( 12−γα)n + 2(1−2α+ 12h(2γα))n.
Notice that |↑W| can be bounded in the same way. Now we apply Lemma B.2 with x := α, γ := γα,
b = 12 and c = 2. Note that indeed the condition γα 6
x
4bc log( 12b
x
)
of Lemma B.2 is satisfied. Thus
we obtain that h(12 − γα) > 1− α+ 12h(2γα) > 1− 2α+ 12h(2γα). Lastly, Lemma B.1 tells us that
h(12 − γα) 6 1− 2ln(2)γ2α. Hence, |↓W|+ |↑W| = O(2(1−fA(α))n) where
fA(α) =
α2
8 ln(2)(log(6/α))2
= Ωα→0
(
α2
log2(α)
)
.
This gives us the desired runtime.
3.3 Pruned item weights and slack
The results from the previous subsection enable us to assume that both |w(2[n])| > 2δn for some
small constant δ > 0 (that we will fix later) and that there is an α-balanced solution for some α > 0.
To solve these instances of Bin Packing, we first need to define different parameters of an instance
that determine our proof strategy.
Definition 3.6 (s-pruned item weights). Let l = 1 + dlog(maxi{w(i)})e. For s ∈ {0, . . . , l}, define
the s-pruned weight of an item i as
ws(i) := bw(i)/2l−sc.
The s-pruned weight of item i comes down to pruning the l-bit representation of w(i) to the s
most significant bits. Indeed, ws(i) 6 2s, and w0(i) = 0 for all items i and wl = w. We will need
the fact that the sequence
1 = |w0(2[n])|, |w1(2[n])|, . . . , |wl(2[n])| = |w(2[n])|,
is almost non-decreasing and relatively smooth. Observe that the sequence may not be non-
decreasing. For example when w = (3, 7, 10) the number of bits is l = 5, and
w0 = (0, 0, 0), |w0(2[n])| = 1 w1 = (0, 0, 0), |w1(2[n])| = 1
w2 = (0, 0, 1), |w2(2[n])| = 2 w3 = (0, 1, 2), |w3(2[n])| = 1
w4 = (1, 3, 5), |w4(2[n])| = 8 w5 = (3, 7, 10), |w5(2[n])| = 7.
Nevertheless, we show this is only an artefact of smaller order rounding errors and that the sequence
in fact is smooth in the following precise sense:
Lemma 3.7. Let w : [n]→ N be an item weight function. Then for all s ∈ [l]:(
1
3n
)
|ws(2[n])| 6 |ws−1(2[n])| 6
(
3n
2
)
|ws(2[n])|.
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Proof. Let l = 1 + dlog(maxi{w(i)})e. We are given ws(A) for all A ∈ 2[n]. Observe, that we can
bound the value of ws−1(A) by the following:
∑
i∈A
w(i)/2l−s+1 − 1 6 ws−1(A) 6
∑
i∈A
w(i)/2l−s+1
⇒ 1
2
∑
i∈A
(bw(i)/2l−sc − 2) 6 ws−1(A) 6 1
2
∑
i∈A
(bw(i)/2l−sc+ 1)
⇒ 1
2
(ws(A)− 2n) 6 ws−1(A) 6 1
2
(ws(A) + n)
Hence, for each value in ws(2[n]), there are at most 3n2 values in ws−1(2
[n]), i.e.
|ws−1(2[n])| 6
(
3n
2
)
|ws(2[n])|
Analogously, for a given ws−1(A) for any subset A ∈ 2[n]. Then we can bound the value of
ws(A) by the following:
∑
i∈A
w(i)/2l−s − 1 6 ws(A) 6
∑
i∈A
w(i)/2l−s
⇒ 2
∑
i∈A
(
bw(i)/2l−s+1c − 1
2
)
6 ws(A) 6 2
∑
i∈A
(bw(i)/2l−s+1c+ 1)
⇒ 2
(
ws−1(A)− n
2
)
6 ws(A) 6 2(ws−1(A) + n)
Hence, for each value in ws−1(2[n]), there are at most 3n values in ws(2[n]), i.e.
|ws−1(2[n])| >
(
1
3n
)
|ws(2[n])|
A part of our strategy is to use techniques from Lemma 3.4 to deal with some bins that are
largely empty. However, the analogous Dynamic Programming table needs to be indexed by ws
for some s ∈ [l]. Therefore we will need only a finite precision (similar as in e.g. approximation
schemes for Knapsack (see e.g. [37, Section 11.8])). The precision parameter we will be using is the
following:
Definition 3.8 (Critical pruner). Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed parameter6 such that |w(2[n])| > 2δn. We
define the critical pruner θ as
θ := θ(δ) := min
{
s ∈ N : |ws(2[n])| > 2δn
}
.
Observe, that |wθ(2[n])| = Θ(2δn) by Lemma 3.7 and the fact that w0(2[n]) = {0}. Furthermore,
by Corollary A.2 the critical pruner θ can be computed in O(2δn) time.
Definition 3.9 (Slack). The slack of a bin j is cj −
∑
i∈Sj w(i). A bin has δ-large slack if it
has slack at least n · 2l−θ and δ-small slack otherwise. We often skip δ, as δ will be fixed later in
Subsection 3.6. An item is a large slack item if it is in a bin of large slack and a small slack item
otherwise.
6Which we will set later in Subsection 3.6
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3.4 Detecting a balanced solution with many small slack items
In the next lemma we will solve Bin Packing instances with at least (1/2− α)n small slack items.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose |w(2[n])| > 2δn and 0 < α 6 2−2/δ3. If a Bin Packing instance has a
solution that is α-balanced and has at least (1/2−α)n items with δ-small slack, then such a solution
can be found in time O(2m · 2(1−fB(δ))n) for fB(δ) = Ωδ→0
(
2−3/δ3
)
.
Proof. Use Corollary A.2 to compute the critical pruner θ in time O(2δn). Then iterate over all
combinations of sets L,R ⊆ [m] that form a partition of [m]. For each such a partition, the algorithm
searches for (L,R)-witnesses of size n2 ± αn as follows: First, enumerate W, which is defined as
W :=
W ⊆ [n] : |W | ∈ [n2 ± αn], wθ(W ) ∈
∑
j∈L
cj/2
l−θ − (|L|+ 1) · n,
∑
j∈L
cj/2
l−θ
 .
We can enumerate W in time O(2n/2 + |W|) with a standard Meet-in-the-Middle approach (see
e.g. [6, Section 3.2] or Lemma [44, Lemma 3.8]). Next, for every W ∈ W we determine whether W
is an (L,R)-witness. This is done by computing the boolean lX for every X ∈ ↓W and rX for every
X ∈ ↑W, where
lX :=
{
1 if X can be divided over the bins in L,
0 otherwise,
rX :=
{
1 if [n] \X can be divided over the bins in R,
0 otherwise.
Using Theorem 2.6 we can do this in time O((|↓W| + |↑W|)n). Next, the algorithm checks for
all W ∈ W, whether lW = rW = 1, and if so the algorithm returns yes. If for no partition L,R of
[m] the algorithm finds a witness, the algorithm returns no.
Correctness of Algorithm
Assume that there is an α-balanced solution S1, . . . , Sm. Let pi : [m] → [m] be a permutation
of the bins such that all bins with small slack have smaller index than the large slack bins, i.e.
pi(j) 6 pi(j′) for all small slack bins j and large slack bins j′. Since we assumed the solution to be
α-balanced, there exists a bin b ∈ [m] such that∑bj=1 |Spi(j)| ∈ [n2 ±αn]. Take L = {pi(1), . . . , pi(b)}
and R = {pi(b + 1), . . . , pi(m)}. Notice that SL = ∪bj=1Spi(j) is an (L,R)-witness. We will prove
that in the iteration of the algorithm where correct partition L,R is chosen, it holds that SL ∈ W.
Since there are at least (1/2− α)n small slack items, all bins in L have small slack. Hence,
b∑
j=1
(cpi(j) − n · 2l−θ) 6 w(SL) 6
b∑
j=1
cpi(j).
Then using the bound on the pruned weights of the items
wθ(S
L) 6 w(SL)/2l−θ 6 wθ(SL) + n,
we can conclude that
b∑
j=1
cpi(j)/2
l−θ − (b+ 1)n 6 wθ(SL) 6
b∑
j=1
cpi(j)/2
l−θ.
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Combining this with the fact that |SL| ∈ [n2 ± αn], we conclude that the set SL is present in
W :=
W ⊆ [n] : |W | ∈ [(12 ± α)n], wθ(W ) ∈
 b∑
j=1
cj/2
l−θ − (b+ 1) · n,
b∑
j=1
cj/2
l−θ
 .
Notice that lW = rW = 1 if and only if W is an (L,R)-witness, since we chose L and R to
partition [m]. Because SL ∈ W, the algorithm always returns yes in a yes-instance. Furthermore,
when we find a W s.t., lW = rW = 1, we can conclude that there is a solution to the Bin Packing
instance since all items are divided over all bins.
Runtime Analysis
It remains to analyze the runtime of the algorithm. Recall that the algorithm iterates over all
O(2m) combinations of L and R. Each iteration takes O((|↓W| + |↑W|)n + 2n/2) time. First
we prove that |↓W| + |↑W| 6 2(1−fB(δ))n. Recall that θ is the critical pruner, and therefore by
definition |wθ(2[n])| > 2δn. Theorem 4.1 states that if β(wθ) > 2(1−ε′)n, then |wθ(2[n])| 6 2δ′n where
δ′ = Oε′→0
(
log log(1/ε′)√
log(1/ε′)
)
. By the bound log log(1/ε
′)√
log(1/ε′)
6 1
3
√
log(1/ε′)
, this implies
δ′ 6 Oε′→0
(
1
3
√
log(1/ε′)
)
⇔ 21/δ′3 > Oε′→0(1/ε′)
⇔ ε′ 6 Oδ′→0
(
2−1/δ
′3)
Hence, if we denote ε(δ) := 2−1/δ3 there is some constant δ0 > 0 such that for all δ < δ0 it holds
that if |wθ(2[n])| > 2δn, then β(wθ) 6 2(1−ε(δ))n. Note that because we only claim an asymptotic
time bound in the lemma, we may assume that δ 6 δ0. As a consequence, for fixed weight value v,
there are at most 2(1−ε(δ))n setsW ⊆ [n] that have a weight wθ(W ) = v and so |W| 6 mn ·2(1−ε(δ))n.
Knowing this, we still need to bound the sizes of ↓W and ↑W. We can describe all X ∈ ↓W either
as a set in
( [n]
( 1
2
−α)n
)
(if |X| 6 (12 − α)n), or as a subset of a W ∈ W together with the items that
W and X differ on (if |X| > (12 − α)n). In the latter case, the sets differ on at most 2α items.
Therefore
|↓W| 6
(
n
(12 − α)n
)
+ |W|
(
n
2αn
)
6 2h( 12−α)n +mn · 2(1−ε(δ)+h(2α))n.
Notice that |↑W| can be bounded in the same way. Now we apply Lemma B.2 with x := ε(δ),
b := 1 and c := 2. We assumed 0 < α 6 2−2/δ3 . Note there is some δ0 such that for any δ satisfying
0 < δ 6 δ0 we have
α 6 2−2/δ3 6 2
−1/δ3
8 log(12/2−1/δ3)
=
ε(δ)
8 log(12/ε(δ))
.
Thus the condition of Lemma B.2 is satisfied and it states that h(12 −α) > 1− ε(δ) +h(2α). Lastly,
Lemma B.1 tells us that h(12 − α) 6 1− 2ln(2)α2. Hence, |↓W|+ |↑W| = O(2(1−fB(δ))n) where
fB(δ) =
ε(δ)2
32 ln(2)(log2(6/ε(δ)))
= Ωδ→0
(
ε(δ)2
log2 ε(δ)
)
= Ωδ→0
(
δ6 · 2−2/δ3
)
.
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Since fB(δ)  1/2 for δ ∈ [0, 1], the O(2n/2) time bound is subsumed by the O(2(1−fB(δ))n) term.
Multiplying this term by 2m different choices for L and R, gives us the requested runtime.
3.5 Detecting a balanced solution with few small slack items
We are left to prove the remaining case. In this case we will assume that the solution is α-balanced
for some 0 < α < 14m , |w(2[n])| 6 2δn for some δ > 0 and that there are at most (1/2 − α)n small
slack items with respect to the critical pruner θ. First we observe the following property of an
α-balanced solution.
Observation 3.11. Let S1, . . . , Sm be an α-balanced solution for some 0 < α < 14m . Assume
k, k′ ∈ [m] to be two different bins with the most items. Then either:
1. |Sk|, |Sk′ | ∈ [(1/2± α)n], or
2. |Sj | 6 (12 − 14m)n for all bins j.
Proof. If condition 2) does not hold, then we know that |Sk| > (12 − 14m)n. That means that on
average the other bins have n−|Sk|m−1 items, meaning that |Sk′ | > n−|Sk|m−1 . Hence,
|Sk|+ |Sk′ | >
(
1
2
− 1
4m
+
1− 12 + 14m
m− 1
)
n
>
(
1
2
− 1
4m
+
1
2
(m− 1)
)
n
>
(
1
2
− 1
4m
+
1
2m
)
n
=
(
1
2
+
1
4m
)
n
Since the solution is α-balanced (with α 6 14m), it means that for all permutations pi, in particular
those with pi−1(k) = 1 and pi−1(k′) = 2, there exists an b ∈ [m] such that ∑bj=1 |Spi(j)| ∈ [n2 ± αn].
Because |Sk| + |Sk′ | > (1/2 + α)n, we know that b = 1 and |Sk| ∈ [n2 ± αn]. We can conclude
the same for k′ by repeating these last arguments for all permutations pi with pi−1(k) = 2 and
pi−1(k′) = 1, and thus condition 1) must hold, and the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.12. Assume α < 14m . If a solution of a Bin Packing instance with m bins is α-balanced
and has at most (1/2−α)n items that have δ-small slack, then with probability at least 12 a solution
can be found in time O(2(1−fC(m)+δm)n) with fC(m) = Ωm→∞
(
h( 1
2m
)2
log2(h( 1
2m
))
)
.
Proof. For an overview of the algorithm, see Algorithm 1. Compute the critical pruner θ and the
set wθ(2[n]) in O(2δn) time with Corollary A.2. The algorithm will search for (L,R)-witnesses for
all L,R ⊆ [m] such that |R| = 1 and L ∩ R = ∅. For notation purposes, assume without loss of
generality that R = {1}, L = {2, . . . , k} and let M = {k + 1, . . . ,m}. Let W ⊆ ([n]n
2
)
by sampled
uniformly at random with size 2(1−g(m))n where g(m) = 12h(1/(2m)). For given L and R, we guess
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ak+1, . . . , am ∈ wθ(2[n]). Then, we compute the boolean lX for every X ∈ ↓W and rX for every
X ∈ ↑W, where
lX :=
1
if there exists a partition X2, . . . Xk, Yk+1, . . . , Ym of X such that
for all j ∈ L : w(Xj) 6 cj and for all j′ ∈M : wθ(Yj′) 6 aj′ ,
0 otherwise,
rX :=
1
if there exists a partition X1, Yk+1, . . . , Ym of [n] \X such that
w(X1) 6 c1 and for all j′ ∈M : wθ(Yj′) 6 cj′/2l−θ − n− aj′ ,
0 otherwise.
This can be done using Fast Zeta/Möbius transformation. For j ∈ L ∪ R define the functions
fj : 2
[n] → {0, 1} as
fj(X) =
{
1, if w(X) 6 cj ,
0, otherwise,
and for j′ ∈M define the functions fθj , f
θ
j : 2
[n] → {0, 1} as
fθj′(X) =
{
1, if wθ(X) 6 aj′ ,
0, otherwise,
f
θ
j′(X) =
{
1, if wθ(X) 6 cj′/2l−θ − n− aj′ ,
0, otherwise.
Now, we observe the following:
Claim 3.13. lX = 1 if and only if (f2 ∗c · · · ∗c fk ∗c fθk+1 ∗c · · · ∗c fθm)(X) > 0.
Proof. Let us assume that lX = 1. Let S′2, . . . , S′m be such that fj(S′j) = 1 for every j. Then
S′2, . . . , S′m gives a non-zero contribution to (f2 ∗c · · · ∗c fk ∗c fθk+1 ∗c · · · ∗c fθm)(X) and hence it must
be positive.
For the other way around, if (f2 ∗c · · · ∗c fk ∗c fθk+1 ∗c · · · ∗c fθm)(X) > 0 there exist S′2, . . . , S′m
be such that fj(S′j) = 1 for every j and S
′
2 ∪ . . . ∪ S′m = X. Observe that we can transform this
into a partition S′′2, . . . , S′′m of X by choosing S
′′
j ⊆ S′j . Because fj does not decrease when taking
subsets we know that 1 = fj(S′j) 6 fj(S
′′
j ), and thus lX = 1 because.
Similarly, we can argue that rX = 1 if and only if (f1 ∗c fθk+1 ∗c · · · ∗c fθm)([n] \X) > 0.
We can compute booleans lx and rX in time O((|↓W| + |↑W|)nm) by combining Theorem 2.3
and Theorem 2.5. Finally, if we find W ∈ W, such that lW = rW = 1, we can return yes.
Constant probability of a witness in W
Recall that the set W is a random subset of ( [n]
n/2
)
of size 2(1−g(m))n with g(m) = h(1/(2m))/2. We
first analyze the number of (L,R)-witnesses that are in
( [n]
n/2
)
and with that we will show that the
probability thatW contains such a witness is constant. Assume that there is an α-balanced solution
S1, . . . , Sm for some 0 < α < 14m . We use Observation 3.11 to conclude that either |Sj | < (12 − 14m)
for all bins, or that |Sk|, |Sk′ | ∈ [n2 ± αn] for largest bins k and k′. Since we assumed that there are
at most (1/2 − α)n small slack items, we know that in the latter case bins k and k′ are therefore
large slack bins. In either case, we conclude that |Sj | 6 (12 − 14m)n for all small slack bins. We will
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Algorithm: BinPacking(w1, . . . , wn)
Output : Yes (whp), if an α-balanced solution with (1/2− α)n small slack items exist
1 Compute the critical pruner θ with Corollary A.2. // In time O(2δn)
2 Compute the set wθ(2[n]) with Lemma A.1. // In time O(2δn)
3 Choose W to be a set of 2(1−g(m))n random subsets of n of size n2 .
4 for L,R ⊆ [m] such that |R| = 1 and L ∩R = ∅ do // m2m repetitions
5 Assume without loss of generality that R = {1}, L = {2, . . . , k}.
6 for ak+1, . . . , am ∈ wθ(2[n]) do // |wθ(2[n])|m−k repetitions
7 Compute lX for all X ∈ ↓W. // In time O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)nm)
8 Compute rX for all X ∈ ↑W. // In time O((|↓W|+ |↑W|)nm)
9 if lW = rW = 1, for W ∈ W then
10 return yes.
11 return no.
Algorithm 1: Overview of the algorithm for Lemma 3.12
assume without loss of generality that bin 1 is the largest small slack bin and that bins 2, . . . , k are
the other small slack bins. Then let L = {2, . . . , k}, R = {1} and thus M = {k + 1, . . . ,m} are all
large slack bins. We will lower bound the number of (L,R)-witnesses of size n2 .
S2 · · · Sk M S1
n
2 items
L R
x− |S1| items
W
n− x items
Figure 2: Overview of (L,R)-witnesses of size n2 for explanation of equation 2. Let x be the number
of small slack items. Then any such (L,R)-witness, W , must include all items of S2, . . . , Sk and
exclude any items of S1. The other items in W can then be any combination of large slack items,
which are exactly the items in the bins of M .
Let x be the number of small slack items in the solution. Note that the number of (L,R)-
witnesses of size n2 is equal to (
n− x
n/2− (x− |S1|)
)
, (2)
since the sets S2, . . . , Sk together with any subset of n/2−(x−|S1|) large slack items form a witness.
See Figure 2 for an illustration of this. Since
(
n−x
n/2−(x−|S1|)
)
>
(
n−x
n/2−x
)
, if x 6 n/4, there are at least(3n/4
n/4
)
(L,R)-witnesses of size n2 .
If x > n4 , then notice that
x
m 6 |S1| 6 (12 − 1m)n, because S1 is the largest small slack bin.
Therefore, the number of witnesses is at least the number of ways to choose n/2− |S1| items from
M to exclude in the witness. Thus we have that the number of witnesses of size n2 is at least(
n− x
n
2 − |S1|
)
> min
{( n
2
n
2 − xm
)
,
( n
2
n
2 − (n2 − nm)
)}
>
( n
2
n
4m
)
.
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So in both cases for x, we can conclude that the number of (L,R)-witnesses of size n2 is at least
2g(m)n. Thus the algorithm will detect the solution with probability
1−Pr[W has no witness] = 1−
(
1− 2
g(m)n
2n
)|W|
> 1−exp
(
2g(m)n|W|
2n
)
> 1−exp
( |W|
2(1−g(m))n
)
,
where we use 1 + x 6 exp(x). Hence, if we take W to be a set of 2(1−g(m))n random subsets of [n]
of size n2 , with constant probability there will be an (L,R)-witness of the solution in W.
Correctness of Algorithm
The algorithm returns yes if and only if lW = rW = 1 for some W ∈ W. So if it returns yes, there
exists a partition X2, . . . , Xk, Yk+1, . . . , Ym of W and a partition X1, Y ′k+1, . . . , Y
′
m of [n] \ W by
definition. Together they partition all items. Notice that by definition we know that Xj can be put
into bin j for all j ∈ L∪R. Hence we are left to prove that for all j ∈M : Xj = Yj ∪ Y ′j can be put
into bin j. Notice that since fθj (Yj) = fθj (Y
′
j ) = 1 we have that∑
i∈Xj
wθ(i) 6 aj + cj/2l−θ − n− aj =⇒∑
i∈Xj
bw(i)/2l−θc 6 cj/2l−θ − n =⇒∑
i∈Xj
(w(i)− 2l−θ) 6 cj − n2l−θ =⇒∑
i∈Xj
w(i) 6 cj ,
and so, indeed the items of Xj fit into bin j and we have a yes-instance. For the implication in
the other direction, we prove that if there exists a solution, the algorithm finds it with constant
probability. We already showed that with constant probability there is an (L,R)-witness W ∈ W.
Next, we will prove that there exist ak+1, . . . , am ∈ wθ(2[n]) such that lW = rW = 1 for all witnesses
W . Let S2, . . . , Sk, Sk+1 ∩W, . . . Sm ∩W be the partition of W from the definition of lW , and let
S1, . . . , Sk+1 \W, . . . , Sm \W be the partition of [n] \W from the definition of rW .
Note that, for all j ∈ L∪R it holds that w(Sj) 6 cj because S1, . . . , Sm is a solution. So we are
left to prove that for all j ∈M there exists an aj ∈ wθ(2[n]) such that
wθ(Sj ∩W ) 6 aj and wθ(Sj \W ) 6 cj/2l−θ − n− aj .
Recall that we assumed that the bins of M are large slack bins. Hence we know that for j ∈M :∑
i∈Sj
w(i) 6 cj − n2l−θ =⇒∑
i∈Sj
bw(i)/2l−θc 6 cj/2l−θ − n =⇒∑
i∈Sj
wθ(i) 6 cj/2l−θ − n− aj + aj .
So, take aj = wθ(Sj ∩W ) ∈ wθ(2[n]) and indeed the correctness of the algorithm follows.
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Time Analysis
The algorithm will go through the procedure of computing the booleans lX and rX for all different
sets L,R ⊆ [m] such that |R| = 1 and for all different values of ak+1, . . . , am ∈ wθ(2[n]). This gives a
total of at most m · 2m · |wθ(2[n])|m repetitions. By Lemma 3.7, we have |wθ(2[n])| 6 3n|wθ−1(2[n])|.
Because θ is the critical pruner, and since w0(2[n]) = {0}, we know that |wθ−1(2[n])| 6 2δn. Hence,
the number of repetitions at most O(2m · 2δmn).
Now we analyze the time complexity per choice of (L,R) and ak+1, . . . , am. Recall that we chose
W ⊆ ( [n]
n/2
)
as a random set of size 2(1−g(m))n. Computing all the booleans lX and rX can be done
in O((|↓W| + |↑W|)nm) time. Let γm = g(m)4 log(12/g(m)) . Notice that we can describe all X ∈ ↓W
either as a set in
( [n]
( 1
2
−γm)n
)
(if |X| 6 (12 − γm)n), or as a subset of a set W ∈ W together with the
items that W and X differ on (if |X| > (12 − γm)n). In the latter case, the sets differ at most on
γm items. Therefore:
|↓W| 6
(
n
(12 − γm)n
)
+ |W|
(
n
γmn
)
6 2h( 12−γm)n + 2(1−g(m)+h(γm))n.
Notice that |↑W| can be bounded in the same way. We apply Lemma B.2 with b := c := 1, γ := γm
and x := g(m). Since γm 6 g(m)/(4 log2 12g(m)) it implies that h(
1
2−γm) > 1−g(m)+h(γm). Lastly,
Lemma B.1 tells us that h(12 − γm) 6 1− 2ln(2)(γm)2. Hence, |↓W|+ |↑W| = O(2(1−fC(m))n) where
fC(m) =
g(m)2
8 ln(2)(log(12/g(m)))2
=
h( 12m)
2
32 ln(2) log(24/h( 12m))
2
= Ωm→∞
(
h( 12m)
2
log2(h( 12m))
)
.
Combining this with the number of repetitions we get a run time of O(2m · 2(1−fC(m)+δm)n). This
gives us the requested runtime.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1 by combining all work of the previous sections and setting
the parameters α and δ:
Proof. We will now combine all previous lemma’s. An overview of the algorithm can be found in
Figure 3. To facilitate the asymptotic analysis, note we can assume the number of bins m is at
least m0 for some constant m0. If this is not the case we can add m0−m artificial bins with unique
small capacities and a matching items. Since m0 is constant this does not influence the asymptotic
run time of the algorithm. Define fC(m) as in Lemma 3.12 as:
fC(m) =
h( 12m)
2
32 ln(2) log(24/h( 12m))
2
= Ωm→∞
(
h( 12m)
2
log2(h( 12m))
)
.
Then, set δ := fC(m)/(2m) and α := 2−2/δ
3 . Then fC(m) > 0, δ > 0 and α > 0.
1. If |w(2[n])| 6 2δn, the algorithm from Lemma 3.4 solves the instance in time O(2 fC (m)2 n).
2. If the instance has an α-unbalanced solution, the algorithm from Lemma 3.5 can detect with
constant probability in time
O
(
2
m+
(
1−Ω
(
δ62−4/δ
3
))
n
)
.
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|w(2[n])| 6 2δn?
Lemma 3.4 α-balanced solution?
|w(2[n])| 6 2δn |w(2[n])| > 2δn
Lemma 3.5 Number of small slack items
α-unbalanced α-balanced
Lemma 3.10 Lemma 3.12
At least (1/2− α)n At most (1/2− α)n
Figure 3: Overview of use of Lemma’s proving Theorem 1.1.
3. If the instance has an α-balanced solution, |w(2[n])| 6 2δn, and a solution with at least
(1/2 − α)n small slack items, the upper bound α 6 2−2/δ3 ensures that the solution can be
detected by the algorithm from Lemma 3.10 in time
O
(
2
m+
(
1−Ω(2−3/δ3 )
)
n
)
.
4. Otherwise, if the instance has an α-balanced solution, |w(2[n])| 6 2δn, and a solution with at
most (1/2 − α)n small slack items, the algorithm from Lemma 3.12 detect the solution with
probability at least 1/2 in time
O
(
2
m+
(
1− fC (m)
2
)
n
)
.
Thus, we obtain a probabilistic algorithm for Bin Packing that runs in time O(2(1−σm)n), where
σm is a strictly positive number.
4 The Littlewood Offord Theorem
In this section, we will prove our Additive Combinatorics result which we first restate for convenience:
Theorem 1.2 (restated). Let ε > 0. If β(w) > 2(1−ε)n, then |w(2[n])| 6 2δn, where
δ(ε) = Oε→0
(
log(log(1/ε))√
log(1/ε)
)
.
For our proof, it will be convenient to use a reformulation of Theorem 1.2 to a version with two
set families that attain the parameters and that uses vector notation (so w is a vector and w(X) is
the inner product 〈w, x〉 of w with the characteristic vector x of set X):
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Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1.2 reformulated). Let w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Zn be a vector with integer
weights, and let A,B ⊆ {0, 1}n be such that |a−1(1)| = αn for each a ∈ A and
(1) 〈w, b〉 = τ for every b ∈ B, and (2) if a, a′ ∈ A and 〈w, a〉 = 〈w, a′〉, then a = a′.
If |B| > 2(1−ε)n, then |A| 6 2δ(ε)n, where δ(ε) = Oε→0
(
log(log(1/ε))√
log(1/ε)
)
.
We first show that this implies Theorem 4.1:
Proof of Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 4.1. Suppose w1, . . . , wn and τ are such that |{X ⊆ [n] :
w(X) = τ}| > 2(1−ε)n. Then B := {b ∈ {0, 1}n : 〈w, b〉 = τ} satisfies the conditions of Theo-
rem 4.1 and |B| > 2(1−ε)n. For every i ∈ w(2[n]) arbitrary choose a vector a(i) ∈ {0, 1}n such that
〈w, a(i)〉 = i. Define A′ = {a(i) : i ∈ w(2[n])}. Since |a−1(1)| can only take n different values, there
exist an α such that |a−1(1)| = αn for at least an 1/n fraction of the elements of A′. This gives a
set A that satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.1, and thus
|w(2[n])| = |A′| 6 |A| · n 6 2δ(ε)n+o(n),
and we can use the O(·) notation in the term δ(ε) to hide the 2o(n) factors.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We use the following standard
definitions from Additive Combinatorics: For sets X,Y we define X + Y as the sumset {x+ y : x ∈
X, y ∈ Y }. For an integer k, we define k ·X as the k-fold sum X +X + · · ·+X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
The starting point of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following simple Lemma that proves that
|A||k ·B| = |A+ k ·B|. It is heavily inspired by the UDCP connection from [3, Proposition 4.2].
Lemma 4.2. If a, a′ ∈ A and b, b′ ∈ k ·B are such that a+ b = a′ + b′, then (a, b) = (a′, b′).
Proof. Note that
〈w, a〉+ 〈w, b〉 = 〈w, a+ b〉 = 〈w, a′ + b′〉 = 〈w, a′〉+ 〈w, b′〉.
By definition of B, we know that 〈w, b〉 = 〈w, b′〉 = k · τ , hence 〈w, a〉 = 〈w, a′〉. Therefore by
definition of set A it has to be that a′ = a. This implies that b = b′, since a+ b = a′ + b′.
Thus |A| is equal to |A + k · B|/|k · B|, and we may restrict our attention to upper bounding
the latter quantity for any integer k ∈ N. Since this is in general not easy, we instead define a set
P ⊆ A × k · B of pairs such that for each (a, b) ∈ P the distribution of the values in the vector
a+ b is close to what one would expect for random vectors. This is useful since the control on pairs
(a, b) ∈ P gives us control on the vectors a+ b which allow us to upper bound P . Moreover, we also
provide a lower bound that shows that P is not much smaller than |A| · |k ·B|. Combining the two
bounds results in the upper bound for A. We will make this more formal in the next subsections,
but first we give a warm-up result that sets up the notation for the main proof.
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4.1 A Warm-up with B = {0, 1}n
Let us first investigate what happens in a case when B is equal to the whole Boolean hypercube
{0, 1}n. While |A| can be easily be upper bounded by direct methods, it is instructive to see what
our approach will be in this special case. In this setting we can think about vectors from B as
sampled uniformly at random. Fix a parameter 0 < α < 1, let a ∈ {0, 1}n be a fixed, adversarially
chosen vector with |a−1(1)| = αn, and let b1, . . . , bk ∈ {0, 1}n be independently sampled random
vectors. Let b = b1 + b2 + . . . + bk and c = a + b. Observe that for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k} and
i′ ∈ {0, . . . , k + 1}
E
[ |b−1(i)|
n
]
=
(
k
i
)
2−k, and E
[ |c−1(i′)|
n
]
=
(
(1− α)
(
k
i′
)
+ α
(
k
i′ − 1
))
2−k.
For further reference, we now define the found distributions explicitly:
Definition 4.3 ((Altered) Binomial Distribution). For every k ∈ N, we let Bin(k) denote the
binomial distribution ({0, . . . , k}, p) where p(i) = (ki)2−k.
For an additional parameter α ∈ (0, 1), we define the altered binomial distribution Bin(k, α) as
({0, . . . , k + 1}, p′) where p′(i) = (1− α)(ki)2−k + α( ki−1)2−k.
Note, that Bin(k+ 1) := Bin(k, 1/2) by Pascal’s Formula. Now, we present the intuition for the
random case. We have that:
n · h(Bin(k, α)) = h(c) = h(a, b) = h(a) + h(b) = h(a) + n · h(Bin(k)),
where the second equality follows by Lemma 4.2 and the third inequality follows because a and
b are independent. Thus h(a) = n(h(Bin(k, α)) − h(Bin(k))), and the proof in the random case
can be concluded by using Lemma 4.8 in which we show that for any constant α ∈ (0, 1) it holds
that h(Bin(k, α))− h(Bin(k)) = Ok→∞((log k)/
√
k), and the standard fact that the support of any
uniform random variable of entropy h is at most 2h.
To extend this to the setting where B ⊂ {0, 1}n we need to obtain vectors b1, . . . , bk that are
sufficiently random. This condition will translate to ε 6 1/2O(k), that will enforce k := O(log(1/ε)).
The following chain of (in-)equalities summarizes the strategy of our proof.
|A| =
Lemma 4.2
|A+ k ·B|
|k ·B| 6
Section 4.2
|P |
|k ·B| · 2
f(ε,k)n 6
Section 4.3
2n(h(Bin(k+1))−h(Bin(k))) · 2f(ε,k)n 6
Lemma 4.8
2δ(ε)n
Now, we will make the above idea more precise.
4.2 Balanced Pairs
The following definition quantifies the ‘sufficiently random’ terms from the previous subsection by
measuring how far the distribution of the values of a vector are from a given (expected) distribution.
Definition 4.4 (Balanced vectors). Let D = (Ω, p) be a discrete probability space. Fix γ ∈ (0, 1).
Let U be the finite universe set and let X ⊆ U . A mapping (or a vector) v ∈ ΩU is γ-D balanced
for X if for all ω ∈ Ω it holds that
|v−1(ω) ∩X|
|X| ∈ [p(ω)± γ].
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As a shorthand we say a mapping (or a vector) v ∈ ΩU is γ-D balanced if it is γ-D balanced for
U . We denote the set of all γ-D balanced vectors v ∈ ΩU with (D ± γ)U .
As an illustration of Definition 4.4, suppose
U = {1, . . . , 6}, X = {1, . . . , 4}, Ω = {0, 1}, p(0) = p(1) = 12 , D = (Ω, p).
Then (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is 14 -D balanced for X but not 14 -D balanced. The vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) is not
1
4 -D balanced for X but it is 16 -D balanced.
We will use Definition 4.4 with D being the distribution we would get in the random case as
outlined in Subsection 4.1 (hence D will usually be Bin(k) or Bin(k, α)). Now, we prove a general
upper bound on the number of γ-D balanced vectors.
Lemma 4.5. Let D = (Ω, p) be a discrete probability space. The number of γ-D balanced vectors is
at most
2(h(D)+f(Ω,γ))|U |,
where f(Ω, γ) := O(|Ω| · γ log(1/γ)).
Proof. The number of γ-D balanced vectors is at most ∑q ( |U |q·|U |), where the sum is over all proba-
bility distributions q such that q · |U | is a vector with integer coordinates and q(ω) ∈ [p(ω)± γ] for
every ω ∈ Ω. Since the number of possibilities for such a q is at most |U ||Ω| and ( |U |
q·|U |
)
6 2h(q)|U | by
Lemma 2.8, we obtain∑
q
( |U |
q · |U |
)
6 |U ||Ω|2h(q)|U | 6 |U ||Ω|2
(
h(D)+ln(2)|Ω|γ log 1γ
)
|U | 6 2h(D)|U | · 2O
(
|U ||Ω|γ log( 1γ )
)
,
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 2.9 and the third comes from |U ||Ω|  2|U ||Ω|.
For example, Lemma 4.5 bounds the number of γ-Bin(k) balanced vectors by 2nh(Bin(k))+nf(γ,k)
for some positive function f(γ, k)→ 0 when γ → 0.
With Definition 4.4 in hand, we are ready to define the set of pairs mentioned in the start of
this section:
P := {(a, b) ∈ A× k ·B : b ∈ B is ε0.01-Bin(k) balanced for a}.
We will devote Section 5 to the proof of the following somewhat technical lemma:
Lemma 4.6. Let k < 0.01 · log(1/ε). Then, for every a ∈ {0, 1}n with |a−1(1)| > ε0.01n, there
exists Ea ⊆ k ·B, such that |Ea| > 2(h(Bin(k))−ε0.1)n and (a, b) ∈ P for every b ∈ Ea.
Note, that we can assume that α > ε0.01 because otherwise |A| 6 ( nε0.01n) 6 2ε0.01 log(4/ε)n 6 2δn
and Theorem 4.1 follows automatically.
Thus, we may apply Lemma 4.6 for each a ∈ A and obtain that
|P | > |A| · 2(h(Bin(k))−ε0.1)n. (3)
On the other hand, the balancedness property can be used to give an upper bound on P via
Lemma 4.2. To do so, the following will be useful:
Lemma 4.7. If (a, b) ∈ P , then a+ b is (2ε0.01)-Bin(k, α) balanced.
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Proof. From the definition of P , vector b is ε0.01-Bin(k) balanced for a. So, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}:
|a−1(1) ∩ b−1(i)| ∈
[(
k
i
)
αn
2k
± ε0.01n
]
And similarly,
|a−1(0) ∩ b−1(i)| ∈
[(
k
i
)
(1− α)n
2k
± ε0.01n
]
It follows that for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k + 1} it holds that:
|(a+ b)−1(i)| ∈
[(
k
i
)
(1− α)n
2k
+
(
k
i− 1
)
αn
2k
± 2ε0.01n
]
Next we define function η(a, b) := a+ b. Observe that η is an injective function on A× k ·B by
Lemma 4.2, and since P ⊆ A× k ·B we have |η(P )| = |P |. By Lemma 4.7, every vector in η(P ) is
(2ε0.01)-Bin(k, α) balanced, and thus Lemma 4.5 implies
|P | 6 2n·h(Bin(k,α)) · 2O(nkε log(1/ε)). (4)
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1
By combining (3) and (4) we obtain the following bound:
|A| 6 2n(h(Bin(k,α))−h(Bin(k))) · 2O((ε0.01+kε log 1ε )n). (5)
By Lemma B.4 we in fact have that h(Bin(k, α)) 6 h(Bin(k+ 1)), and thus it remains to bound
the difference in entropy of two consecutive binomial distributions as follows:
Lemma 4.8. For large enough k, we have that h(Bin(k))− h(Bin(k − 1)) 6 log k√
k
.
Before we present the proof of Lemma 4.8, let us see how to use it. We choose k := Θ(log(1/ε)).
Thus Lemma 4.8 implies that
|A| 6 2n(log k/
√
k+ε0.01 log(1/ε)) = 2O(n·δ(ε)),
where δ(ε) = Oε→0
(
log(log(1/ε))√
log(1/ε)
)
, because ε0.01 log(1/ε) δ(ε) for small enough ε. This finishes
the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.8. For every i, k ∈ N such that i 6 k let us define an auxiliary function:
f(k, i) :=
(
k
i
)
2k
log
(
2k(
k
i
)) .
Thus we have h(Bin(k)) =
∑k
i=0 f(k, i). To relate h(Bin(k)) with h(Bin(k − 1)), the following will
be useful:
Claim 4.9.
f(k, i) 6
{
f(k − 1, i), if i < bk/2c,
f(k − 1, i− 1), if i > k/2. (6)
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Proof. Define g(x) = x · log(1/x). Since its derivative is g′(x) = − ln(x)+1ln(2) we have that g(x) 6 g(x′)
whenever x 6 x′ 6 1/e.
Note f(k, i) = g(
(
k
i
)
/2k), and since
(
k
i
)
/2k 6 1/
√
k by the standard bound
(
k
i
)
6 2k/
√
k, we
have
(
k
i
)
/2k 6 1/e for k > 9 large enough. Thus to prove the claim it remains to show that(
k
i
)
2−k 6
{(
k−1
i
)
2−(k−1), if i < bk/2c,(
k−1
i−1
)
2−(k−1), if i > k/2.
To see this first suppose i < bk/2c. Then we have that(
k
i
)
2−k =
(
k − 1
i
)
k
k − i− 12
−k 6
(
k − 1
i
)
2−(k−1).
Second, if i > k/2, then we have that(
k
i
)
2−k =
(
k − 1
i− 1
)
k − 1
i− 1 2
−k 6
(
k − 1
i− 1
)
2−(k−1).
Now we can use Claim 4.9 to give the required upper bound:
h(Bin(k)) =
k∑
i=0
f(k, i)
=
bk/2c−1∑
i=0
f(k, i)
+
 k∑
i=bk/2c+1
f(k, i)
+ f(k, bk/2c)
6
bk/2c−1∑
i=0
f(k − 1, i)
+
 k∑
i=bk/2c+1
f(k − 1, i− 1)
+ f(k, bk/2c)
= h(Bin(k − 1) + f(k, bk/2c)
6 h(Bin(k − 1)) + log(k)/
√
k,
where we use Claim 4.9 in the first inequality, and
(
k
bk/2c
)
6 2k/
√
k in the second inequality. Hence
h(Bin(k))− h(Bin(k − 1)) 6 log(k)/√k.
5 Properties of k ·B: Proof of Lemma 4.6
In this section we prove the following Lemma that we used in Section 4 to prove Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 4.6 (restated). Let k < 0.01 · log(1/ε). Then, for every a ∈ {0, 1}n with |a−1(1)| > ε0.01n,
there exists Ea ⊆ k ·B, such that |Ea| > 2(h(Bin(k))−ε0.1)n and (a, b) ∈ P for every b ∈ Ea.
Recall that
P := {(a, b) ∈ A× k ·B : b ∈ B is ε0.01-Bin(k) balanced for a}.
Intuitively, we prove that for any fixed set B ⊆ {0, 1}n there exists a large set Ea ⊆ k ·B with the
following property: for every b ∈ Ea we can perturb ε0.01n entries in b, such that it is indistinguish-
able from a vector randomly sampled from the binomial distribution, even if we focus on a concrete
subset of coordinates a−1(1) ⊆ [n].
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0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
Figure 4: The ζ operation takes a x× y matrix c ∈ (Zx)y as input and outputs a vector ζ(c) ∈ Zx
by adding all columns.
First, observe that we can interpret a tuple (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ Bk as the n× k matrix with the i’th
column equal to bi. We interchangeably address such a tuple as an n× k matrix and as an element
of ({0, 1}n)k. To emphasize the type of such variables, we denote such matrices with bold face. For
example, (b1, . . . , bk) is denoted with b ∈ ({0, 1}n)k.
Using the notation bT to denote the transpose of a matrix, we let C := {bT : b ∈ Bk} ⊆
({0, 1}k)n denote the set of matrices Bk interpreted in the transposed way.
In Section 5.1 we show how to select a subset D ⊆ C of matrices in C, in such a way that for
all b ∈ D ⊆ ({0, 1}k)n, any column z ∈ {0, 1}k occurs n
2k
± f(ε)n times in b, that is |b−1(z)| ∈
[ n
2k
± f(ε)n].
Next, in Section 5.2 we define the operation ζ((a1, . . . , ax)) :=
∑x
i=1 ai, that sums the columns
of a matrix a ∈ (Zy)x to a single column ζ(a) ∈ Zy (see Figure 4). We consider the set E :=
{ζ(bT ) : b ∈ D} ⊆ {0, . . . , k}n, and argue that each vector in E is γ-Bin(k) balanced for some
small γ > 0.
Finally, in Section 5.3 we take care of a ∈ {0, 1}n and select the set Ea ⊆ E to be all vectors in
E that are ε0.01-Bin(k) balanced for a−1(1).
Uniform distribution. We define the uniform distribution to be Uni(Ω) = (Ω, p) if p(ω) = 1|Ω|
for each ω ∈ Ω. We will focus on the special cases when Ω = {0, 1} and Ω = {0, 1}k. Thus, v ∈(
Uni({0, 1})± γ)[n] means that v−1(i) ∈ [n/2± γn] for all i ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly, v ∈ (Uni({0, 1}k)±
γ
)[n] means that v−1(z) ∈ [n/2k±γn] for all z ∈ {0, 1}k. If Ω is clear from the context, v ∈ ΩU and
X ⊆ U , we also say that a vector is γ-uniform for X to refer to the statement that it is γ-Uni(Ω)
balanced for X.
Inequalities. Through the section we assume that ε 6 1/24k, γ := 4√ε and k > 100 is an integer.
This means that the following inequalities hold:
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ε1/2 6 2kγ 6 ε1/4, (7)
100 · k2kγ log(1/(2kγ)) 6 100 · ε1/4 log2(1/ε) 6 ε1/5. (8)
5.1 Constructing a set D of uniform k-tuples
We first prove the following result that will be helpful to obtain the aforementioned set C.
Lemma 5.1 (Most vectors in B are uniform). Let U1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti U` = [n] be a partition such that
|Ui| > µn for all i ∈ [`]. Let λ ∈ (0, 1/2]. For every B ⊆ {0, 1}n with |B| > 2(1−µλ2)n−o(n) it holds
that:
|{b ∈ B : b is λ-uniform in Ui for every i}| > |B|/2.
Proof. For a fixed i we argue that number of vectors that are not λ-uniform for Ui is bounded by
2(1−λ2µ)n+o(n). This will finish the proof, since we can sum this bound over all partitions.
Let s = |Ui|/n and note that s > µ. Observe that the number of vectors v ∈ {0, 1}n such that
|v−1(1) ∩ Ui| /∈ [sn/2± λsn] is at most:∑
λ′ /∈[−λ,λ]
(
sn
sn/2− λ′sn
)
2n−sn
because a vector v that is not λ-uniform on Ui can be arbitrary in [n] \ Ui. We upper bound this
with binary entropy function ∑
06λ′6λ
2sn·h(1/2−λ
′)+o(n) · 2n−sn.
The expression is maximized when λ′ = λ because the h(p) entropy function is increasing in [0, 0.5].
Hence we can upper bound the expression with
n2(1+s(h(1/2−λ)−1))n+o(n).
Now, we use a bound h(1/2 − x) 6 1 − x2 when 0 6 x 6 1/2 (recall that λ ∈ [0, 1/2]) and obtain
that the number of vectors that are not λ-uniform for Ui is at most
2(1−sλ
2)n+o(n) 6 2(1−µλ2)n+o(n)
Thus, by summing over all Ui, the number of vectors that are not λ-uniform for some Ui is at
most 2(1−µλ
2)n+o(n), and the number of vectors in B that are λ-uniform for all Ui is at least
|B| − 2(1−µλ2)n+o(n) > |B|/2,
and the claim follows.
Set a balance parameter γ := 4
√
ε, and define
D := C ∩ (Uni({0, 1}k)± γ)[n]
Lemma 5.2 (Most k-tuples are uniform). Let k ∈ N be such that ε < 1/4k+2. Then it holds that
|D| >
( |B|
2
)k
.
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Proof. We denote Cj ⊆ ({0, 1}j)[n] to select all matrices obtain by removing the first j columns of
matrices C, namely
Cj := {bT : b ∈ Bj}.
Thus, C = Ck. For j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let
Dj := Cj ∩
(
Uni({0, 1}j)± γ)[n].
We prove that |Dj | > ( |B|2 )j by induction on k. First we prove the base case j = 1 of the induction,
so |D1| > |B|/2. This follows by applying Lemma 5.1 with λ =
√
ε and partition U1 = [n], since it
implies that
|B|/2 6
∣∣∣B ∩ (Uni({0, 1})±√ε)U1∣∣∣ 6 ∣∣∣C1 ∩ (Uni({0, 1})± γ)U1∣∣∣ = |D1| .
The induction step with j > 1 is a direct consequence of the following claim, which therefore is
sufficient to finish the proof.
Claim 5.3. Let b ∈ Dj−1. Then there are at least |B|/2 vectors bj ∈ B, such that b+ ∈(
Uni({0, 1}j)± γ)[n], where b+ is obtained from b by appending bj as the j’th row to it.
Proof. Define a partition {Uz}z∈{0,1}j−1 of [n] by Uz = b−1(z). Because b ∈
(
Uni({0, 1}(j−1))±γ)[n]
we know that:
µ := min
z∈{0,1}j−1
|Uz|/n > 1
2j−1
− γ.
Note, that µ > 1/2j because we assumed that ε < 1/4k+2 (hence γ < 1/2j). Now, we use
Lemma 5.1 with partition {Uz}z∈{0,1}j−1 and λ := 2j−3 · γ. First let us assert that the condition
|B| > 2(1−µλ2)n+o(n) holds. Recall that we assumed |B| > 2(1−ε)n+o(n) and µλ2 > 1
2j
(2j−3 · 4√ε)2 >
2j−2ε > ε (for j > 2). Hence |B| > 2(1−ε)n > 2(1−µλ2)n+f(n) for some function f ∈ o(n).
Lemma 5.1 states that there are at least |B|/2 vectors bj ∈ B such that for each z ∈ {0, 1}j−1
|Uz ∩ b−1j (1)| ∈
[ |Uz|
2
± λ|Uz|
]
. (9)
We know that |Uz| ∈ [ n2j−1 ± γn] (because b ∈ (Uni({0, 1}j−1) ± γ)[n]). Thus in fact (9) can be
rewritten to
|Uz ∩ b−1j (1)| ∈
[ n
2j
± (λ|Uz|+ (γ/2)n)] .
We bound λ|Uz| by
λ|Uz| = 2j−3γ|Uz| 6 2j−3γ
( n
2j−1
+ γn
)
= γn
(
1
4
+ 2j−3γ
)
= γn
(
1
4
+ 2j−34
√
ε
)
< γn
(
1
4
+ 2j−34
√
1/4k+2
)
= γn
(
1
4
+ 2j−1/2k+2
)
< γn
(
1
4
+
1
4
)
= (γ/2)n,
where we use the assumption ε 6 1
4k+2
in the second line of the inequality. Thus, for every z ∈
{0, 1}j−1 we have
|Uz ∩ b−1j (1)| ∈
[ n
2j
± 2(γ/2)n
]
.
Now, observe that for all z ∈ {0, 1}j−1 it holds that:
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Uz ∩ b−1j (1) = b−1(z) ∩ b−1j (1) = b−1+
(
z′),
where z′ ∈ {0, 1}j is the vector obtained from z by adding a j-th entry with value 1. Thus vector
z′ fulfills the condition for b+ to be in
(
Uni({0, 1}j)± γ)[n]. Similarly we can prove this condition
by concatenating a 0 to the vector z. Hence, for every b ∈ Dj−1 there are at least |B|/2 vectors
bj ∈ B, such that b+ ∈
(
Uni({0, 1}j ± γ)[n].
Thus this claim proves our induction hypothesis and hence the lemma.
5.2 Summing tuples from D gives many distinct sums
As mentioned in the beginning of this section we define the operation ζ((a1, . . . , ax)) :=
∑x
i=1 ai,
that sums the columns of a matrix a ∈ (Zy)x to a single column ζ(a) ∈ Zy (see Figure 4).
We define E to be all sums of tuples from D:
E := {ζ(bT ) : b ∈ D} ⊆ {0, . . . , k}[n]
In fact, by the assumption on D we have the following control on the distributions of the values in
the vectors in E:
Lemma 5.4. If v ∈ E, then for j = 0, . . . , k it holds that |v−1(j)| ∈
[(
k
j
)
n
2k
± (kj)γn], i.e. every
vector in E is a (2kγ)-Bin(k) balanced vector.
Proof. Consider an arbitrarily vector v ∈ E and fix j ∈ {0, . . . k}. From the definition of E, there
exists a vector b ∈ D = C ∩ (Uni({0, 1}k)± γ)[n] such that ζ(bT ) = v. Hence for every z ∈ {0, 1}k:
|b−1(z)| ∈
[ n
2k
± γn
]
.
Hence, if we sum over all vectors z ∈ {0, 1}k such that |z−1(1)| = j we have:
|v−1(j)| 6
∑
z∈{0,1}k
|z−1(1)|=j
n
2k
+ γn =
(
k
j
)
n
2k
+
(
k
j
)
γn,
and analogously |v−1(j)| > (kj) n2k − (kj)γn. Thus indeed v is a (2kγ)-Bin(k) balanced vector, as
desired.
We now show that E is sufficiently large:
Lemma 5.5. It holds that |E| > 2(h(Bin(k)−ε0.2)n.
Proof. For a vector v ∈ E we define
Dv := {b ∈ D : ζ(bT ) = v}.
By grouping all elements of D on their image with respect to ζ:
|D| =
∑
v∈E
|Dv| 6 |E|max
v∈E
|Dv|,
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which can rewritten into the following lower bound on |E|:
|E| > |D|/max
v∈E
|Dv| > (|B|/2)k/max
v∈E
|Dv| > 2k(n−εn+1)/max
v∈E
|Dv|. (10)
Thus in the remainder of the proof we can focus on showing that for any vector v ∈ E, |Dv| 6
2n(k−h(Bin(k))+ε0.2); the Lemma would then follow from substituting the bound in (10).
Let b ∈ Dv. This means that for every j = 0, . . . , k:⋃
z∈{0,1}k
|z−1(1)|=j
b−1(z) = v−1(j).
Thus the number of possibilities for b is
k∏
j=0
(
k
j
)|v−1(j)|
.
We multiply this quantity with
( [n]
|v−1(0)|,...,|v−1(k)|
)
=
( [n]
φ·n
)
where φ := (|v−1(0)|/n, . . . , |v−1(k)|/n)
and obtain (
[n]
φ · n
) k∏
j=0
(
k
j
)|v−1(j)|
6 2kn,
where the inequality follows since the left hand size counts partitions of [n] into
∑k
i=0
(
k
i
)
= 2k
parts. Thus by Lemma 2.8 we have |Dv| 6 2n(k−h(φ)). Because v is γ-Bin(k) balanced (since it is
in E), we have
h(φ) > h(Bin(k))− ln(2)k2kγ log 1
2kγ
> h(Bin(k))− ε0.2,
where the first inequality is by Lemma 2.9, and the second inequality uses that γ = 4
√
ε (see
Inequality 8).
5.3 Selecting a set Ea ⊆ E for every a ∈ A
Lemma 5.6. Let D = (Ω, p) be a discrete probability space, and let X ⊆ [n] with |X| = αn.
The number of vectors v ∈ (D + 0)[n] that are not ρ-D balanced for X and [n] \ X is at most
2n(h(D)−α2 min(ρ2,logα)).
Proof. We define a relation R ⊆ (D + 0)[n] × ([n]αn) as follows:
(v,X) ∈ R⇔ v is not ρ-D balanced for X.
Additionally, let
Rv = R ∩
(
{v} ×
(
[n]
αn
))
, for v ∈ (D + 0)[n],
RX = R ∩
(
(D + 0)[n] × {X}
)
, for X ∈
(
[n]
αn
)
.
Note that |RX | is the value we want to bound. Note that the mapping (v,X) 7→ (v ◦ pi, pi(X)) for
any permutation pi : [n]↔ [n] of the index set [n] is an automorphism of R (i.e., (v,X) ∈ R if and
only if (pi(v), pi(X)) ∈ R). Therefore, we have
|R| = |(D + 0)[n]| · |Rv| = |RX |
(
n
αn
)
(11)
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for a fixed v and X. By (11) we can focus on bounding |Rv| instead of |RX |. To do so, note that if
(v,X) ∈ R for X ∈ ( nαn), there must exist ω ∈ Ω such that |X ∩ v−1(ω)| /∈ [p(ω)αn± ραn]. We can
construct any such X by first selecting a subset of v−1(ω) (which has cardinality p(ω)n), and then
choosing the remaining elements. Hence:
|Rv| 6
∑
ω∈Ω
∑
x/∈[−ρ,ρ]
(
p(ω)n
(p(ω) + x)αn
)(
(1− p(ω))n
(1− p(ω)− x)αn
)
.
Next, we use Lemma B.3. In our case with β := p(ω), α := α and ρ := −αx it implies:
|Rv| 6
∑
j∈{0,...,k}
∑
x/∈[−ρ,ρ]
(
n
αn
)
2−Fn
where
F =
{
(αx)2, if |αx| < α(1− α)p(ω),
α2 log(1/(2α)), otherwise.
Since |x| > ρ we have F > α2 min{ρ2, log(1/(2α))}, thus
|Rv| 6
(
n
αn
)
2−α
2 min{ρ2,log(1/(2α))}n,
which plugged into (11) gives the desired inequality.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Recall that we assume that α > ε0.01. By Lemma 5.5 E is large, and by
Lemma 5.4 each vector in E is a (2kγ)-Bin(k) balanced vector. By the pigeon hole principle there
must be a distribution D = ({0, 1 . . . , k}, p) where p = (p0, . . . , pk) such that |p0 −
(
k
j
)
2−k| 6 2kγ
for each j and E has a subset E′ of at least |E|/nk vectors that are in D[n]. Hence:
|E′| > |E|/nk > 2(h(D)−ε0.2n)−o(n)
Now for each a ∈ A, define Ea to be all vectors in E′ that are ε0.05-D balanced for a−1(1).
Observe that this means that vectors in Ea are ε0.01-Bin(k) balanced (because ε0.05 + 2kγ  ε0.01).
Applying Lemma 5.6 withE′ and a−1(1), we get that there are at most 2h(D)−α2 min(ε0.1,log(1/(2α)) 6
2(h(D)−ε0.12)n) vectors in E′ that are not ε0.05-D balanced. Hence:
|E′ \ Ea| 6 2(h(D)−ε0.12n) 6 |E′|/2
Now the lemma follows because
|Ea| > |E′|/2 > 2(h(D)−ε0.2)n−o(n) > 2(h(Bin(k)−ln(2)2kγ log(1/(2kγ))−ε0.2)n > 2(h(Bin(k)−ε0.1)n
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.9 and Inequality 8 (since ε is small enough).
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6 Conclusion and Open Problems
In this paper, we present a randomized O(2(1−σm)n) time algorithm for the Bin Packing problem,
where σm > 0 and m denotes the number of bins. This is an improvement over the state-of-the-art
algorithm of Björklund et al. [9] that runs in O?(2n) time for small m. Nevertheless, it still remains
to give an algorithm for Bin Packing that works in O?((2 − ε)n) time for arbitrarily large number
of bins for some fixed constant ε > 0. We believe our algorithm made significant progress on this
question. One open end for further research is how the number of bins influence the complexity of
an instance. By the methods of [45], instances of Bin Packing with a linear number of bins (with
equal capacity) can also be solved in time O(2(1−ε)n) based on a witness sampling technique similar
to what we used in some of our cases. It is thus natural to wonder whether (an extension) of the
methods presented in this paper are enough to give improved algorithms for all number of bins.
Our improvement is tiny and we provide only inversely exponentially small asymptotic lower
bounds bounds on σm. The main bottleneck in our analysis is the Additive Combinatorics result.
We conjecture that the bound on δ(ε) in Theorem 1.2 can be significantly improved. This would
automatically yield a better bound on the running time of our algorithm.
We believe our Additive Combinatorics result is natural and may have applications beyond the
scope of this paper. As mentioned in the introduction, Littlewood-Offord theory has a wide variety
of applications, and it is natural to expect that the setting that we address may be of interest in
any of these settings.
In the introduction we mentioned Question 1 as one motivation for studying improved exact
exponential time algorithms for the Bin Packing problem. While it is not clear whether made direct
progress on this question, we do believe that some of our ideas such as the approach to narrow
down the number of witnesses may inspire future work on improved algorithms for Set Cover. For
example, our algorithm gives improved run times for all Set Cover instance with family F ⊆ 2U
such that F = H ∩ {0, 1}n where H is some hyperplane in Rn via standard methods. Our methods
may also inspire progress on improved exponential time algorithms for special cases of Set Cover
such as the Graph Coloring problem mentioned in the introduction. To the best of our knowledge
there is still no O((2− ε)n) time algorithm for some ε > 0 to determine whether a graph admits a
proper 6-coloring (see e.g. [11]).
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A Computing the number of distinct sums and critical pruner
Lemma A.1. Let w : [n] → N be an item weight function. Then the set w(2[n]) can be computed
in time O(|w(2[n])|).
Proof. Define for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n} the set Wi as:
Wi = {w(X) : X ⊆ [i]}
Notice that Wn = w(2[n]). We iterate over i to compute these sets, setting W0 = ∅. Then to
compute the next sets use that:
Wi = Wi−1 ∪ {x+ w(i) : x ∈Wi}
The total computation time can be upper bounded by
∑n
i=1 2|Si| = O(|Wn|).
Corollary A.2. Let |w(2[n])| > 2δn. Then the critical pruner θ can be computed in time O(2δn).
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Proof. Recall the following definitions. Let l = 1 + dlog(maxi{w(i)})e. For s ∈ {0, . . . , l}, the
s-pruned weight of item i is ws(i) := bw(i)/2l−sc. The critical pruner, θ, is θ = min{s ∈ N :
|ws(2[n])| > 2δn}. Notice that we can assume l = nO(1) by [24].
The algorithm finds θ by computing |ws(2[n])| using Lemma A.1 for each s = 1, 2, . . . un-
til |ws(2[n])| > 2δn. Take this s as θ. Because w0(2[n]) = {0} and Lemma 3.7 tells us that(
1
3n
) |ws(2[n])| 6 |ws−1(2[n])| for any s, we know that |wθ(2[n])| = O(2δn). Therefore, the algorithm
will take O(2δn) times per iteration and will repeat at most l times, which gives the requested
runtime.
B Inequalities with binomials and entropy
Let us start with the useful facts about binary entropy function.
h(x) := −x log(x)− (1− x) log(1− x).
The first derivative of binary entropy is:
h′(x) := log(1− x)− log(x)
The second derivative:
h′′(x) := − 1
(ln 2)x(1− x)
and we will also need third derivative
h′′′(x) :=
1− 2x
(ln 2)x2(1− x)2
Observe, that for x ∈ [0, 0.5] we have that h′(x) > 0, h′′(x) 6 0 and h′′′(x) > 0. From 4th
derivative we will only need that h(4)(x) 6 0 when x ∈ [0, 0.5].
Hence from Taylor expansion for x ∈ [0, 0.5] it holds that:
h(x+ ε) := h(x) + h′(x)ε+
h′′(x)
2
ε2 +
h′′′(x)
6
ε3 +O(ε4).
If we assume, that x ∈ [0, 0.5] and ε 6 3h′′(x)2h′′′(x)) then:
h(x+ ε) 6 h(x) + h′(x)ε+ h
′′(x)
4
ε2. (12)
because h(4)(x) 6 0 when x ∈ [0, 0.5].
Lemma B.1 (Theorem 2.2 from [12]).
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : 1− 4
(
x− 1
2
)2
6 h(x) 6 1− 2
ln(2)
(
x− 1
2
)2
,
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : x
2 log( 6x)
6 h−1(x) 6 x
log 1x
,
where the inverse entropy function h−1 : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the inverse of h restricted to the interval
[0, 0.5].
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Lemma B.2. Let c > 1, and b > 12 . Then for any x satisfying 0 < x < 1:
h(1/2− γ) > 1− x+ b · h(cγ), if γ 6 x
4bc log(12b/x)
Proof. Note that by the various assumptions of the lemma γ 6 x/(2 log2(6/x)), and thus
4γ2 6 4x
2
2 log2(6/x)
6 4
2 log2 6
x/2 6 x/2. (13)
Now h
(
1
2 − γ
)
can be lower bounded by
> 1− 4γ2, by Lemma B.1
> 1− x/2, by (13)
> 1− x+ b · h(cγ).
as desired. Here, the last inequality follows because cγ 6 x/2b2 log(6/(x/2b)) 6 h−1
(
x
2b
)
by Lemma B.1,
and thus b · h(cγ) 6 x2 . Therefore we have that b · h(cγ) 6 x2 since h is a monotonic in [0, 1/2].
Lemma B.3. For every β, α, ρ ∈ [0, 0.5] it holds that :(
βn
αβn− ρn
)(
(1− β)n
α(1− β)n+ ρn
)
6
(
n
αn
)
· 2−f(ρ,α)n.
where
f(ρ, α, β) :=
{
ρ2 if |ρ| < α(1− α) min{β, (1− β)}
−α2 log 2α otherwise
Proof. First, observe that when |ρ| > α(1−α) min{β, (1− β)} we our expression is upper bounded
by: (
βn
αβn(1− α)
)(
(1− β)n
α(1− α)(1− β)n
)
6
(
n
α(1− α)n
)
.
This however is bounded by 2h(α(1−α))n. Observe that h(α − α2) 6 h(α) − h′(α)α2 = h(α) −
α2(log(α)− log(1−α)) 6 h(α)−α2 log(2α). Hence when |ρ| is large we upper bound our expression
with: (
n
αn
)
2α
2 log(2α)n.
Now, we consider the case of small |ρ|. We upper bound the expression with binary entropy.(
βn
αβn− ρn
)(
(1− β)n
α(1− β)n+ ρn
)
= 2
n
(
βh(α− ρ
β
)+(1−β)h(α+ ρ
1−β )
)
Let us consider an exponent:
βh
(
α− ρ
β
)
+ (1− β)h
(
α+
ρ
1− β
)
We use Inequality 12 with x = α and ε := − ρβ for h(α − ρ/β) and with ε := ρ1−β for h(α +
ρ/(1− β)).
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Observe that at the beginning we assumed that |ρ| 6 α(1 − α) min{β, (1 − β)} hence | ρβ | and
| ρ1−β | are upper bounded by | 3h
′′(α)
2h′′′(α) |. So, by Inequality 12:
βh
(
α− ρ
β
)
+ (1− β)h
(
α+
ρ
1− β
)
6 h(α) + h
′′(α)
4
ρ2
β(1− β) .
Observe that first order factors cancel out. Hence(
βn
αβn− ρn
)(
(1− β)n
α(1− β)n+ ρn
)
6
(
n
αn
)
2
h′′(α)ρ2
4β(1−β)
Finally, observe that h′′(α) < −1 for all α ∈ [0, 0.5] and 1β(1−β) 6 4 for all β ∈ [0, 0.5] hence:(
βn
αβn− ρn
)(
(1− β)n
α(1− β)n+ ρn
)
6
(
n
αn
)
2−ρ
2n
Lemma B.4. For all k ∈ N and α ∈ [0, 1] we have:
h(Bin(k, α)) 6 h(Bin(k + 1)).
Proof. Let us fix k ∈ N. Recall that Bin(k+1) := ({0, . . . , k+1}, p(i)) and Bin(k, α) := ({0, . . . , k+
1}, pα(i)) where p(i) :=
(
k+1
i
)
1
2k+1
and pα(i) :=
(
k
i
) (1−α)
2k
+
(
k
i−1
)
α
2k
. Hence, we need to prove that
for all α ∈ [0, 1]:
h(pα(0), . . . pα(k + 1)) 6 h(p(0), . . . , p(k + 1)).
Let us denote φ(α) := h(pα(0), . . . , pα(k+ 1)). First, observe that φ(0.5) = h(p(0), . . . , p(k+ 1))
because
(
k+1
i
)
=
(
k
i
)
+
(
k
i−1
)
. Therefore we need to prove that for all α ∈ [0, 1] it holds that:
φ(α) 6 φ(0.5).
Recall that binary entropy of multinomial is h(a0, . . . , ak+1) := −a0 log(a0)−. . .−ak+1 log(ak+1)
and (x ln(x))′ = ln(x) + 1 Observe that function φ(α) is well defined for α = 0 and α = 1 as limits.
Moreover φ(α) > 0 for all α ∈ [0, 1].
Now, we compute the first derivative.
φ′(α) = − 1
2k ln 2
∑
i
[(
k
i− 1
)
−
(
k
i
)] (
1 + ln (pα(i))
)
.
Because
∑
i
(
k
i−1
)
=
∑
i
(
k
i
)
the first derivative simplifies to:
φ′(α) = − 1
2k ln 2
∑
i
[(
k
i− 1
)
−
(
k
i
)]
ln (pα(i)))
Now the second derivative is
φ′′(α) = − 1
4k ln 2
∑
i
[(
k
i− 1
)
−
(
k
i
)]2
· 1
pα(i)
6 0,
thus φ(α) is concave for all α ∈ [0, 1]. So in order to show that the φ(α) function has exactly
one maximum in α = 1/2 it is sufficient to show that φ′(0.5) = 0.
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Let us rearrange the sum:
φ′(0.5) =
∑
i
[(
k
i− 1
)
−
(
k
i
)]
ln(p0.5(i)) =
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln(p0.5(i+ 1))−
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln(p0.5(i))
=
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln
p0.5(i+ 1)
p0.5(i)
.
Because
p0.5(i) =
1
2k+1
(
k + 1
i
)
we can simplify the fraction:
p0.5(i+ 1)
p0.5(i)
=
(
k+1
i+1
)(
k+1
i
) = k + 1− i
i+ 1
,
thus
φ′(0.5) =
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln
k + 1− i
i+ 1
=
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln(k + 1− i)−
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln(i+ 1)
=
∑
i
(
k
i
)
ln(k + 1− i)−
∑
i
(
k
k − i
)
ln(k − i+ 1) = 0,
which finishes the proof.
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